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Abstract 

For the past 20 decades, the desire to produce 3D models of the world from 2D images has been researched 

in order to recover 3D point clouds based on Structure from motion and Multiview stereo methods. 

Meanwhile, the exploitation of minerals through quarrying, has been a lucrative market and a major 

contribution to the infrastructures of the cities since before the 18th century. The aim of this study is to apply 

3D reconstruction approaches to limestone quarries. Building 3D model of quarry limestones from 2D 

images to be implemented in the quarry industry in favor of improving and modernizing the cleaving process 

through computer vision. The 2D images were acquired by a stereo camera pair, in a similar uncontrolled 

environment of an open-mine pit. In order to create fitting 2D images for structure from motion applications, 

it was necessary to explore different preprocessing approaches. Preprocessing methods were analyzed, 

and a gamma correction with a histogram equalization was deemed to be the most successful approach. 

Once the images were adjusted in terms of brightness and contrast, different SFM and MVS pipelines were 

tested to conclude which is the best available software application and its correspondent algorithm 

sequence. Although, the open-source software, Meshroom, was determined to be the best 3D 

reconstruction system, Agisoft Metashape can be more appropriate for industry applications due to its 

community support and convenient renewability. Nevertheless, Meshroom allows to study different 

matching algorithms, with known and unknown intrinsic and extrinsic parameters to rule the most effective 

approach. 

Keywords: 3D reconstruction, Computer vision, Quarry industry, Structure from motion (SFM), Multi-view 

Stereo (MVS) 
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Resumo 

Nas últimas 20 décadas, diversos estudos científicos, na área de visão computacional, têm incidido na 

produção de modelos 3D a partir de imagens 2D. Em contrapartida, a indústria pedreira tem desenvolvido 

um mercado essencial para a construção de infraestruturas correntes, desde o século 18. Esta dissertação 

tem por objetivo reconstruir um modelo 3D de pedras calcárias, a partir de imagens 2D, de modo a 

aperfeiçoar e modernizar o processo de corte por meio de reconstruções 3D. As imagens 2D foram 

adquiridas por um par de camaras stereo, numa situação semelhante ao de uma mina aberta, sem controlo 

do meio ambiente. De modo a criar imagens 2D adequadas para aplicações de Structure from motion, foi 

necessário explorar diferentes técnicas de pré-processamento de imagens. Após métodos de pré-

processamento serem analisados, o procedimento de correção de gamma seguido pela equalização do 

histograma foi considerada a técnica mais bem sucedida. A luminosidade e o contraste das imagens foram 

ajustados e os diferentes software de SFM e MVS foram testados para concluir o melhor software 

disponível e a sua respetiva sequência de algoritmos. Concluiu-se que, apesar do software Meshroom ter 

sido determinado o melhor sistema de reconstrução 3D, o Agisoft Metashape pode ser considerado mais 

apropriado para aplicações de indústria por oferecer mais apoio da comunidade e pelas convenientes 

atualizações. No entanto, Meshroom permite efetuar analises de diferentes algoritmos de correspondência 

de pontos de interesse, com ausência e presença de parâmetros internos e externos, para definir o método 

mais eficaz. 

Palavras-chave: Visão computacional, Reconstrução 3D, Indústria Pedreira, Structure from motion (SFM), 

Multi-view stereo (MVS) 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the overview of Computer vision and its crucial applications on the quarrying industry, 

as the first section. The following section contextualizes the real quarry application that this assignment will 

approach. The project goals and structure are described on the third section of this study to introduce the 

objectives and to structurally divide it into main topics that will be discussed in the rest of the document. 

Lastly, in the fourth section, the contributions display the various software applied. 

1.1 Overview 

Computer Vision is a scientific discipline in constant improvement, described as the acquisition, processing 

and analyzing digital images or videos to filter crucial information through mathematical models [1]. 

University studies have been focused in simulating a human visual system, since late 1960 [2], and the 

following decades proved to be decisive in the development and applications of this field by deriving a three-

dimensional structure from images and therefore, creating the foundation for several computer vision 

algorithms, such as, edge detection, optical flow and motion estimation. From there on, researchers were 

able to establish new and more complex mathematical concepts, including the scale-space theory, in order 

to forge sparse 3D reconstructions of scenes. This led to a better understanding of camera calibration and 

optimization methods already established, like bundle adjustment. During the 1990s, techniques such as 

multi-view stereo solved the correspondence problem to advance from sparse to dense 3D reconstruction 

from multiple images [1]. 

From an engineering perspective, Computer vision is another study to create and implement automated 

technologies to improve efficiency and reliability of well-established processes. Computer vision aims to 

build autonomous systems to substitute human tasks which operate from human vision. In consequence, 

various fields took advantage and profited from the range of applications it can offer.  Such as optical sorting 

[3], reaching to diagnoses of patients from image data information, such as, detecting tumors [4], 

measurements of organs or even aiding in medical treatments [5], shown in Figure 1, to autonomous driving 

cars [6] and military projects, like enemy detection [7] and missile guidance [8]. 

 

Figure 1: Visualization of a 3D reconstruction application [4][5] 

. 
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Quarrying industry is the business of extraction of natural stone, gravel and sand. The importance of 

aggregates extraction is not recognized enough in present times, even though quarries are a fundamental 

factor for our current way of life. Stone is the main requirement for infrastructural construction, for instance, 

schools, hospitals, factories, even transport networks or sewerage systems. The overall advantages and 

disadvantages are organized in Table 1. 

Although, this business destroys habitats and causes noise and visual pollution, it also creates jobs and 

improves economies. Concluding that quarries are a vital part of everyday life and to a nation’s economy 

implies that this field should not be overlooked but focused on in order to be included in the automation of 

traditional industrial practice, through technology.  

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of quarrying industry 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Provide employment opportunities in rural areas 

with low diversity of jobs. 

Noise pollution from the extraction process. 

Increased income and, consequently, the local 

economy. 

Visual pollution due to the quarry pit. 

Industry progress can lead to infrastructure and 

road improvement. 

Destruction of wildlife habitats. 

Upgrading the access in remote rural areas for the 

transport of quarrying products. 

Dust pollution from the rock blasting. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The process of extraction aggregates starts by cutting and removing big blocks of stone from open-pit mines, 

afterwards, the stone is transported to another machine to be cut in order to end up with a marketable stone 

block. The second approach can be described as a cutting machine operated by a worker, whose purpose 

is to initialize the engine for the cutting structure to travel over the row of stone blocks, for approximately 30 

minutes, but also to identify the exact location where the cut should be and placing the cutting apparatus on 

this location to be able to perform the groove. The cutting location is analyzed by the worker, through 

experience knowledge, to remove flaws and to obtain a geometrically pleasing stone block for commercial 

applications. 

The idea would be to create an autonomous system that would capture a video of the limestone blocks in 

line on the machine, shown in Figure 2, to create a 3D reconstruction model of each limestone block and to 

determine the cut’s position more accurately. Resulting in a more reliable and efficient process of cutting 

block stones. This project and all the input data were established and provided by the company Fravízel.  
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The physical set up consists of two cameras Genie Nano C4020 Color with 12.4 MP, as a CMOS sensor, 

attached to the moving cutting structure and connected to its servo motor, as it can be seen in Figure 3 [9]. 

The cameras also have a high resolution of 12 MP with industrial lenses [10] mounted inside of a housing 

due to the constant dust and dirt present in the cutting process, but also to maintain its temperature between 

the operating restriction (−20℃ to 65℃) [9]. These cameras are also connected to a computer, Nuvo-

5000E/P Series [11], where the maximum exposure time and brightness are controlled and the trigger is 

actuated through the program Sapera Cam Expert of Teledyne Dalsa. The two Genie Nano C4020 Color 

mounted lenses have an angle of view of 83º5′ × 66º7′ so that the same features can be seen from multiple 

views to reconstruct the most accurate 3D model possible [9]. 

Once the cutting structure of the machine starts to travel above the Limestone Blocks the trigger is activated 

and the cameras record a video of the aligned stone blocks  [12]. Afterwards, this video is divided into 

different frames and the image acquisition is concluded, as the first step of a 3D reconstruction process 

[12]. 

 

 

Figure 3: Camera set up in a Limestone quarry 

Figure 2: Limestone quarry cutting machine 
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1.3 The Scope 

Despite of the number of applications for 3D reconstruction on various scientific fields and the development 

of distinct algorithms to solve the same computational vision problems, a reconstruction of 3D models of 

Limestone blocks in quarry environments followed by an automation of the cutting process, has not yet been 

applied. This thesis statement is to implement and compare methods for full 3D reconstruction on a 

Limestone block from images, captured in an uncontrolled environment, addressing the requirements, 

effectiveness and reliability, for each step of the 3D reconstruction. This assignment aims to answer a main 

question: 

How viable is to reconstruct a 3D model of a limestone taken in an uncontrolled environment for quarrying 

industry applications? 

In order to answer this question, it is imperative to answer parallel questions, such as: What is the best 

software to perform 3D reconstruction of limestones? What is the best method to preprocess the images for 

better 3D model quality but also to allow the pipelines to reconstruct the scene? What is the best combination 

of algorithms within the chosen software? What is the duration of a 3D reconstruction of a limestone line? 

Is it possible to improve the duration and the quality of the 3D model by applying known intrinsic and extrinsic 

parameters? 

Therefore, this assignment focuses on the following main objectives: 

1. Investigate open source and commercial pipelines of 3D reconstruction applications; 

2. Apply preprocessing methods to enhance brightness and contrast of the images; 

3. Study each 3D reconstruction algorithm of each software; 

4. Analyze the results of each approach in the respective steps of a 3D reconstruction;  

5. Compare the implementation of 3D reconstruction methods, with known and unknown intrinsic and 

extrinsic parameters; 

6. Conclude the best full 3D reconstruction in order to be implemented in a quarrying industry. 

1.4 The challenges 

The installed hardware consists of two cameras, and so, the limestone blocks aren’t completely visible 

through just 2 cameras. Both the bottom side and the back side of each stone block do not have imagery 

information in order to build a 3D model of those sides. Therefore, the 3D models of the block are expected 

to be hollow and only the front, left and right side are reconstructed. 
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The constant variation of illuminations and shadows, due to direct sun exposition during the working hours, 

contribute to one of the biggest challenges in detecting and matching the same feature in different views. 

Also, the object that is being reconstructed is a limestone stone block which means low variation of texture 

and color in each block that can contribute to another difficulty in detecting and matching features. 

Another challenge is the high resolution of the images taken by both cameras that contribute to a lengthier 

reconstruction process. For commercial software, high resolution can be solved by down scaling the images 

in the case of taking too much time to process, however for most open source pipelines, high resolution 

tends to be extremely time consuming for each 3D reconstruction step and sometimes it is even 

recommended to take more photos with lower resolution than fewer with high resolution. 

1.5 Thesis Structure 

After this introduction, the existing methods for 3D reconstruction of close range scenes in uncontrolled 

environment are reviewed in Chapter 2. This Chapter focuses on the most recent and promising theories in 

3D reconstruction from images, but also in the most established methods. Conveys a background review 

organized with each main stage of a 3D reconstruction along with the most recent applications of 3D 

reconstruction methods. 

Chapter 3 formulates the problem at hand by first describing the physical set up and the importance of 

appropriate image acquisition. The camera representation and model are presented with the respective 

parameters. This Chapter also describes the different algorithms that will be operated and the corresponding 

hardware requirements. 

The general workflow of a 3D reconstruction establishes Chapter 4 composition. Chapter 4 describes the 

main steps involved in the stereo reconstruction, as the following stages: Feature extraction and description, 

feature matching, camera location estimation, internal and external calibration optimization and robust 

estimation for a sparse cloud generation. The Multi-view stereo approach to generate a dense cloud. The 

Delaunay triangulation and Poisson Surface reconstruction are the methods applied to create the mesh of 

the scene. Lastly, the textured reconstruction is addressed. Each implementation stage displays the results 

for the individual methods. 

The reconstruction methods applied in the previous chapter are assessed in Chapter 5. In this Chapter, the 

results are presented and discussed for each step of the software reconstruction with the intention to 

analyze and compare the respective methods. 

Finally, Chapter 6 arrives to the main conclusions and suggests improvement ideas for future works. 
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1.6 Contribution 

This assignment examines the different recent methods applied in open-source and commercial software. 

Approaches using software tools, such as, VisualSFM, COLMAP, MeshLab, Meshroom and Agisoft 

Metashape, were studied in order to reach the best performance to apply in a Quarrying industry. 
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2 Background 

This chapter presents the current state of the art by displaying preprocessing methods and the approaches 

for the various stages of 3D reconstruction, from well-established reserches to more recent ones. More 

specifically, Structure form motion, dense, surface and textured reconstruction background approaches are 

explored to organize some algorithms that will be explained later. A couzple of 3D reconstruction pipelines 

are also described along some practical 3D reconstruction applications of closed range scenes. 

2.1 Preprocessing Methods 

One of the obstacles of 3D reconstructions is the quality of the input images. If the images are captured in 

an uncontrolled environment, the quality of the images might need to be improved, through contrast and 

brightness enhancement, before reconstructing a 3D model of the scene. There are a variety of methods to 

enhance contrast and brightness that can be implemented in Python such as the histogram equalization, 

CLAHE and gamma correction [13]. According to [14], a good contrast enhancement can also be achieved 

by combining gamma correction to avoid excess brightness and a histogram equalization method, such as 

, CLAHE, to provide a good contrast to the images  

2.2 3D reconstruction 

In this chapter, the current state of the art is presented, focusing on a passive method of image-based 3D 

reconstruction. An image-based 3D reconstruction is a robust, inexpensive and flexibly automated approach 

to acquire data in the form of 2D images to reach a virtual 3D model [15][16]. A reconstruction made using 

multiple cameras can achieve better geometric data, a surface texture of visually realistic models, increase 

robustness and decrease image noise compared to a two-view camera reconstruction approach [17]. 

Therefore, the 3D model of the quarry stone in this assignment has been reconstructed from multiple views 

to achieve visual realism. Since the acquisition of data was enforced through passive sensors, the 3D 

coordinates necessary to generate a surface are derived based on mathematical models. 

The approach of reconstructing a 3D model of an object or scene using correspondences between 

sequences of images taken from multiple viewpoints is the Multi-view geometry method. Multi-view 

geometry establishes correspondences between points in different images from the 3D position in a scene 

of the image plane [1]. Examples of the 3D reconstruction applications in quarrying industry can be found 

in [18][19][20][21]. 

Multi-view geometry approaches can sustain some adversities during interest point detection and matching 

due to smooth surfaces or low texture objects [1]. Uniform neighborhood of features can induce wrong 

correspondences between interest points and occlusions in images from ambiguous correspondences. 
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However, a SFM approach is essential in order to estimate information for a multi-view stereo method to be 

applied, in case the camera parameters and the camera location and orientation are unknown. 

The process of 3D model building has several steps: The camera alignment procedure consists of a feature 

detection and description algorithm, a feature matching algorithm, pose estimation methods, such as, the 

Perspective-𝑛-Point problem for calibrated or uncalibrated cameras and a robust estimation method. When 

the camera poses are known and features are detected and matched, the Direct Linear Transform (DLT) is 

used for the triangulation process. Once a sparse point cloud is generated, it is possible to create a dense 

point cloud through MVS approaches. A 3D surface is built from surface reconstruction methods, such as, 

the Delaunay triangulation and the Poisson surface reconstruction algorithm. 

2.2.1 Camera Alignment 

Camera alignment consists in 5 stages: Feature detection, feature matching, pose estimation, robust 

estimation and triangulation. These methods are fundamental to computational vision and have been 

already solved through different principles. 

2.2.1.1 Feature detection 

Feature detection is usually the first step in image processing with the purpose of identifying relevant pieces 

of information in the image, from edges to corners, or even blobs, expressed as interest points or regions 

of interest points. Features can be described by the appearance of the pixels around the point location or 

by the orientation and the local appearance of the pixels surrounding the interest point. However, an interest 

point is commonly defined as the intersection point between two or more edges in favor of identifying a 

feature with a well localized position in the image but also stable enough to be reliable for computation 

repeatability if subjected to brightness variations. Once the interest point is detected, a local descriptor for 

this keypoint is built to best describe the feature in order to differentiate one from another, acting as a 

numerical “fingerprint” and typically presented as a descriptor vector. A local descriptor represents the local 

shape and appearance in the neighborhood around the point but also the orientation of the neighboring 

pixels. Ideally, this descriptor should be invariant under illumination, translation, scale and in-plane rotation 

changes. The most common algorithms to identify features are the following ones: Harris Corner detector, 

Speeded Up Robust Feature, Features from Accelerated Segment Test, Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF 

(ORB), BRISK, FREAK and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). Although ORB is the fastest 

algorithm to detect and match features, being 10 times faster than SURF and 40 times faster than SIFT, the 

algorithm SIFT is the most common method for feature detection in 3D reconstruction applications for its 

high accuracy [22].  

Scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) was proposed by David G. Lowe in 2004. This method detects and 

describes local features in images [23]. SIFT locates keypoints and attributes quantitative information in 
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order to match the same keypoint from an image with different perspectives [23]. This information is placed 

in descriptors which are developed through an algorithm grounded in 4 main steps: The estimation of a 

scale space extrema, a keypoint localization, the assignment of the orientation to a keypoint and finally, the 

generation of a local image descriptor for each keypoint [23]. This approach grants scale, rotation, 

illumination, viewpoint and affine transformation invariance proving to be one of the most ideal approaches 

with the best performance among the other feature detector algorithms [24]. However, SIFT demands a 

large computational complexity invalidating this approach for real-time applications. Compared to other 

similar techniques such as SURF, FAST, BRIEF and ORB that have almost the same matching accuracy 

and a faster performance, SIFT still provides the most efficient performance in most scenarios [24]. Through 

the years, extensions and variants of SIFT have been improving its computational complexity for a faster 

performance, such as extracting features through SIFT in a real time method [25], or improving SIFT overall 

performance, like a hybrid approach by applying Hessian detector and SIFT to extract features [26], a PCA-

SIFT approach [27] or even SIFER [28]. 

PCA-SIFT or Principal components analysis SIFT computes its local image gradient and calculates a 

compact feature vector based on a pre-computed eigenspace as the gradient image of local patches. In 

relation to SIFT, this approach has a smaller feature vector, and so it not only improves its speed but also 

its matching accuracy [27]. 

Scale invariant feature detector with error resilience or SIFER is another variation to the Standard SIFT, 

without sustaining planar rotational invariance [28]. This method applies the Cosine Gaussian filter to detect 

scale invariant features with the intention of reducing the scale detection error and increasing the feature 

localization accuracy on features that are resistant to variation of noise, image compression, illumination, 

motion-blur, zoom, resolution and scale [28]. Depending on the scale-space filter specifications, SIFER can 

achieve 20% better detection and matching results compared to SIFT [28]. 

For real time applications, It was developed a layer parallel SIFT with integral image (LPSIFT with integral 

image and hardware design) [25]. LPSIFT with integral image solves the obstacle of long latency caused 

by the Gaussian blur iteration which is replaced by a reconstructed box kernel parallel layer that was 

simplified with the reuse of the sub-kernel sum when applied in integral images. The keypoint localization 

process is also simplified with a low brightness analysis taking the place of the low contrast test due to the 

Taylor expansion’s high complexity. In [25] was acknowledged that the scale space extrema detection and 

the keypoint localization required more storage memory and were the most computationally complex steps 

overall, therefore, both Gaussian pyramid, the DoG pyramid and the keypoint localization were computed 

at the same time to reduce storage and latency in order to reduce the computational complexity of the 

problem. It was also adopted the integral image approach for multiple box kernels in each scale. The 

hardware design that only stores partial temporal results and the keypoint localization computation was 

implemented by a low universal operation unit to reduce the gate count. This approach achieves the real 

time demand by saving 56% gate count and 90,4% memory cost compared to the previous methods [25]. 
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SURF is a rotation and scale invariant feature extractor algorithm [29]. This method is computationally 

effective and can prevent aliasing by implementing a different scale space representation and convolving 

box filters of various sizes with integral images [30]. Also, SURF applies an approximation of the Hessian-

matrix through integral images and determines the location of the interest point as the maximum determinant 

value of the Hessian matrix [29]. This approach was inspired by SIFT algorithm [29]. On the other hand, a 

Hybrid feature extractor is the integration of the SURF detector into the SIFT algorithm in order to increase 

the True Positive matches [26]. The feature extraction methods of both algorithms are combined. Therefore, 

both methods are applied: The Lowe’s method develops a scale space representation, estimates the 

Difference of Gaussians of the images and finds its maxima and minima to localize de key point. The SURF 

method generates a scale space representation by employing Gaussian and convolves the box filter 

(squared-shaped filters as an approximation of Gaussian smoothing) with integral images to find the 

Hessian matrix as a blob detector to identify the interest point location as its maximal determinant. Both 

methods assign the orientations to keypoints. The interest points are ordered according to their values and 

the numbers with the best features by solving it according to an adaptive threshold. This Hybrid approach 

is scale, rotation, view change, blurring and noise effect invariant. Besides, it has higher precision of 

extracting features and produces more True Positive matches than each feature extraction method involved 

[26]. However, this algorithm has a demanding computational cost, preventing it to be a good alternative for 

real time applications [26]. 

2.2.1.2 Feature Matching 

Feature Matching consists in a searching technique that enforces a similarity measure to compare features 

from each image based on a matching strategy. Therefore, a process of feature matching is divided into 

three parts: The similarity measure, the matching strategy and the searching technique. The similarity 

between two features is usually evaluated by a distance measure. If the feature is represented by a 

histogram, such as the case of SIFT, then there are bin-by-bin and cross-bin measures [31]. The bin-by-bin 

technique doesn’t regard the information on the neighboring bins, comparing only the corresponding 

histogram bins. The most common method is the Euclidean distance. Contrary to the bin-to-bin approach, 

the cross-bin method considers the nearby bins information. 

There are three main matching strategies: the absolute threshold, the thresholded nearest neighbor (TNN) 

and the nearest neighbor distance ratio (NNDR). The absolute threshold method assumes a correct match 

when the absolute distance between the two features is less than a certain threshold. The thresholded 

nearest neighbor matches a feature from one set with the nearest neighbor feature from the other set and 

establish a correct match if the absolute distance between them is less than a threshold. The nearest 

neighbor distance ratio takes into consideration, not only the nearest feature of the second set but also the 

second nearest and creates a correct match if the ratio between these distances are less than a pre-set 

threshold. 
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There are two main approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) searching techniques: The hierarchical space 

partition-based [32] and the hash-based methods [33]. 

The hierarchical space partition-based methods for ANN searching is the k-d tree [32] as the most commonly 

used, the R-trees [34] and the B-trees [35]. The k-d tree was proposed by Bentley in 1975 as a binary search 

tree. Each key value from a node is associated with k-dimensions, and its space is divided into two parts a 

left subspace with 𝑘𝑡ℎ components features that are less than the key value and the right subspace 

corresponding to elements greater than the key value. The query feature is compared during the tree search, 

with the node key value until a leaf node is reached. The closest feature to this query feature is reached 

after comparing it with all the features in the leaf node. The closest feature is the true nearest neighbor if it 

is centered on a sphere where the radius is the distance between the query feature and the closest feature. 

The hash-based methods have a better efficiency than the previous method but less accuracy for using 

features represented as binary code. An example of a hash-base method is locality sensitive hashing [33]. 

LSH applies a set of hash functions to a group with similar features under the same hash bucket. The query 

feature is mapped on the hash tables with similar features to the query feature and then each distance 

between the query feature and the rest of the similar features is computed to determine the feature with a 

distance less than a certain threshold. 

Cascade hashing [36] also transforms all features in binary code through LSH and the method is divided in 

3 layers: the hashing lookup, hashing remapping and hashing ranking. Hashing lookup matches point by 

constructing lookup tables with buckets using binary codes and all the points that are in the same bucket of 

the feature from the first image that wants to be matched in the second image is kept. Hashing remapping 

calculates the Euclidean distance between every candidate provided by the hashing lookup stage through 

a hashing function to remap them into a Hamming space (set of binary strings) and sort them by their 

Hamming distance. The hashing ranking is organized by computing the Hamming distance to construct 

buckets with all the points with the same Hamming distance to access the points with 0 Hamming distance, 

if the number of points is less than 𝑘 then the next bucket is accessed until the number of points summed 

is 𝑘. These k top candidates allow to calculate their Euclidean distance and find the two nearest neighbors. 

2.2.1.3 Pose estimation 

A pose estimation problem’s objective is to estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera: 

the camera calibration parameters (the focal length, the principal point, the skew and other distortion 

coefficients) and the six degrees of freedom of the camera pose. A well-established approach to estimate 

camera position is the Perspective-𝑛-Point method. An example of an iterative method is the Gao’s 

approach of the P3P problem [37] and a non-iterative method is the EPnP method [38]. However, before 

solving a problem of camera position estimation it is crucial to first compute the fundamental or essential 

matrix depending on prior knowledge. If the intrinsic parameters of the camera are known, only the essential 
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matrix needs to be calculated through a 5 point algorithm [39], If any parameter of the camera is known, 

then the fundamental matrix needs to be computed through a 8 point algorithm [40]. There are more robust 

and recent methods with similar approach as the eight-point algorithms, such as, the robust fundamental 

matrix estimation [41] that improves the estimation of the fundamental matrix by upgrading and correctly 

selecting the 8 point correspondences to compute the Fundamental matrix. 

During the 1950s, Bundle adjustment was conceived and through the years developed as image-based 

positioning method in photogrammetry [42]. Bundle adjustment is the problem of refining camera 

parameters and 3D points as the last step of feature-based 3D reconstruction algorithms [43]. The objective 

of this optimization problem is to minimize the reprojection error between the observed image location and 

the predicted image point through a nonlinear least-squares algorithm [43]. The most popular approach into 

solving nonlinear least-squares problem is the Levenberg-Marquardt method due to being an effective 

damping strategy that converges from a wide range of guesses and for its ease of implementation [44]. 

However, in 2019, Bundle adjustment methods were reanalyzed and the conventional method of solving 

the bundle adjustment problem based on Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was compared to a distributed 

bundle adjustment [45]. In [45] it was concluded that the distributed bundle adjustment surpasses the 

conventional approach both in accuracy and efficiency since the conventional method is limited to single 

machine leading to memory limitation. 

2.2.2 Triangulation 

The triangulation recovers the 3D position from 2D projections to build the tie points represented in sparse 

point clouds. These positions can be obtained after the keypoints were detected and matched and the 

camera positions and parameters are known. The linear triangulation method (DLT) is an approach to solve 

triangulation [1]. 

2.2.3 Robust estimation 

An important extra step to take is a robust estimation approach to improve the solution into a more stable 

and reliable process. A robust estimation algorithm removes outliers or some mismatches in order to obtain 

the most accurate matching and camera pose estimation. The most popular method is the RANSAC 

algorithm [46]. Due to the high computational complexity of this step, the method only relies on random 

sampling a subset for the estimation. Therefore, the RANSAC method has a couple of variation in order to 

efficiently sample data, such as: PROSAC, LO-RANSAC, Guided-MLESAC, GroupSAC, ARRSAC. 

PROSAC and Guided-MLESAC algorithms sample correspondences through an appearance based score 

[47][48]. GroupSAC method samples the data through image segmentation for a better efficiency and 

ARRSAC or Preemptive RANSAC is used in certain events to have a more accurate estimation by avoiding 
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more outlier contaminated hypotheses [49][50]. Some main RANSAC variations used in 3D reconstruction 

software are [51]: PROSAC and LO-RANSAC. 

The progressive sample consensus (PROSAC) [47] method is a robust variation of RANSAC which applies 

a linear ordering through a similarity function to establish correspondences. Unlike RANSAC, PROSAC 

treats the correspondences differently by straining them from progressively larger sets of top-ranked 

correspondences. PROSAC [47] algorithm begins by generating hypothesis through random sampling. The 

hypothesis size is continuously increasing, and the set of uncontaminated samples are examined first. The 

algorithm converges to a solution when the probability of the existence is a better solution than the present 

best. The crucial steps of this process are the size of the hypothesis generation set and the stopping criterion 

of the sampling process. 

LO-RANSAC or locally optimized RANSAC [52] is identical to RANSAC approach, the main difference is 

that the estimated solution from random sample is locally optimized. Similarly to RANSAC, model 

parameters are computed to fit a sample which was randomly selected from the input data. The size of the 

sample is crucial to develop an accurate model because a model can be less accurate if its parameters are 

estimated by a small data set. Therefore, it is created minimal samples that if points are added the probability 

of selecting an outlier free sample decreases exponentially. This random sample has the minimum number 

of data but enough to compute the model parameters. Afterwards, a cost function is used to evaluate the 

quality of the model parameters by calculating the number of inliers and comparing it with the model 

assumption. This process is repeated until the probability of finding a better model becomes low. Each time 

a new maximum of inliers occurs, the local optimization is applied, and the best model stored. 

AC-RANSAC is another variation of RANSAC that finds a model that best fits the data without relying in a 

fixed threshold but automatically adapting a confidence threshold to noise [53]. This method is a parameter 

free approach that focuses in minimizing the Number of False Alarms (NFA), equation 2.1, instead of 

minimizing the median of errors and the only requirement is for the model to return at least 2𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 inliers 

[53]. 

 
𝑁𝐹𝐴(𝑀, 𝑘) = 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑛 − 𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒) (

𝑛
𝑘
) (

𝑘
𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

) (𝑒𝑘(𝑀)𝑑𝛼0)
𝑘−𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 

2.1 

Where 𝑘 is the number of hypothesized inlier correspondences, n is the total number of correspondences, 

𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 is the number of a RANSAC sample, 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡t is the number of models that can be estimated form a 

RANSAC sample of 𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 correspondences, 𝑒𝑘(𝑀) is the k-th lowest error to the model M among all n 

correspondences 𝛼0 is the probability of a random correspondence having error 1 pixel and 𝑑 is the error 

dimension, which is attributed 1 for point-to-line distance and 2 for point-to-point.  
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2.2.4 Dense reconstruction 

This step recovers the details of the scene by using both image and camera parameters for each image to 

generate a dense point cloud. There are two main methods to build a dense reconstruction of the scene: 

The CMVS and the PMVS. The CMVS generates clustered images from clustering the non-redundant 

images [54] and PMVS generates a dense point cloud through matching, expansion and filtering the 

previous clustered images [55][56]. Another approach is through SGM [57] which builds a dense point cloud 

based on global energy minimization process [58]. Although SGM is faster than PMVS, PMVS is accurately 

more stable than SGM [59]. 

2.2.5 Surface reconstruction 

A surface reconstruction can be obtained through interpolation and approximation [60][61]. These 

techniques are also categorized into two stages: A parameterization stage for topology, shape and boundary 

assignment to the surface, and a surface fitting stage [62].  

Further, surface representation can be divided into two types: Explicit and implicit [63]. An explicit 

representation defines a particular location of a surface. The most practiced explicit representation methods 

are the parametric surfaces and the triangulated surfaces. The B-Spline and NURBS are an example of 

parametric surfaces techniques that fit local surface patches. NURBS or Non-uniform Rational B-Spline is 

the generalization of a B-Spline method to be able to process more complicated shapes and non-uniform 

data set. NURBS surface reconstruction problem can be solved through different approaches, such as, the 

[64] approach by using linear least squares fitting, or a shape reconstruction of 3D conducting curved plates 

present in [65]. The triangulation surface reconstruction technique applies the Voronoi diagram and the 

Delaunay triangulation on a data set dense enough. This approach depends on the quality of the input data 

set because it can’t handle noise [63]. There are other algorithms based on the Delaunay triangulation, like 

the Crust algorithm, the Alpha shape and the Cocone algorithm. The Crust algorithm based on the three-

dimensional Voronoi diagram and ensures that given a “good sample”, the output is guaranteed to be 

topologically correct [66], however, if the sample is too large, then the running time is too slow, and so this 

algorithm wouldn’t be suitable for any problem, thus Power Crust algorithm is an improvement to the Crust 

algorithm, according to [67]. The alpha shape method is a heuristic approach that derives the surface shape 

from the Delaunay triangulation in which the minimum area of the triangles is found and the alpha value is 

adjust based on the point density [68]. The Cocone algorithm determines the triangles to build the surfaces 

through Delaunay triangulation and it has a faster performance compared to the Crust algorithm [61]. 

An implicit representation is an isocontour of a scalar function, also known as volumetric representations or 

function fitting approaches. According to [69] the techniques used in surface reconstruction for implicit 

representation are the following: The least square method, the Poisson surface reconstruction algorithm, 
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the PDE method and the Level set method. The main advantage of implicit surfaces is the ability to fill holes 

automatically due to a better topology [70]. 

The least square method minimizes the error from the difference between the data value and the model 

solution to fit the problem behavior. Usually, this approximation technique is combined with an optimization 

method [71]. The most common variation is the moving least square method that reconstructs the surface 

from a set of unorganized points by calculating the weighted least square measure around the point that is 

being reconstructed [72]. 

Poisson surface reconstruction algorithm processes all of the data to obtain smooth surfaces through data 

fitting [73][74]. According to [73], this method was improved by applying a linear interpolation to produce a 

surface similar to a curve and the search method reduced the time of reconstruction. This method has 

variations such as the Screened Poisson surface reconstruction [75]. 

Partial differential equation method proved to be useful in image interpolation and compression field by 

improving topology [63], decreasing the reconstruction time [76] which made possible its application in 

biomedical image analysis [77]. 

Oshe and Sethian [63] introduced the Level set method as a technique to process and reconstruct the 

surface of complex topology and noisy data. 

2.2.6 Textured Reconstruction 

The last step of 3D reconstruction is the texturing of the mesh previously generated. Generally, texturing a 

surface is assigning color to each face of the mesh. Before texturing, the model goes under a preprocessing 

step to decimate the model in order to have larger triangles while maintaining the overall geometry and 

produce a more effective texturing process [78]. Texturing methods are divided into two main approaches: 

The Single-view approaches select the best view for each face and the Multi-view approaches that blend 

together a subset of the images to get a more uniform and consistent image [78].  

2.3 3D Reconstruction Software 

Nowadays, there are a diverse amount of software tools which can be used to obtain a 3D model from a set 

of images. These pipelines can be divided into two different concepts: A Structure from motion and a Multi-

view stereo approach. A SFM is used for image alignment, implying it estimates the image location and 

orientation but also the camera parameters. A MVS continues the process of 3D reconstruction by taking 

the information given by the SFM approach and building a point cloud of the scene. The overall process 

starts by building a sparse point cloud that consists in matched features of the input images, followed by the 

construction of the dense point cloud, once the extrinsic and intrinsic information is known from the previous 
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step. The third stage is the surface reconstruction in which the points are connected to form faces. Lastly, 

the fourth step consists in reanalyzing the images and applying the estimated texture in the 3D model. 

As the first step of 3D reconstruction, SFM is represented by pipelines that execute a three-dimensional 

reconstruction of an object or a scenery based on images as its input. There are different types of SFM 

software, and each has distinct steps. 

In order to generate an optimal reconstruction, it is fundamental to follow certain features: The object must 

have a varied texture and asymmetrical geometry so the SFM pipelines are able to correctly estimate the 

pose of the cameras. Also, the data set must include a sufficient number of images to cover the entire 

surface of the object. Another important factor is the quality of the images, if the resolution of the sensor 

and the use of optic angles are too wide and demanding, the pipeline needs to take into account the 

presence of radial distortions. In case the intrinsic parameters of the camera are known, the pipeline can 

estimate the distance of points based on the focal length, sensor and image size and therefore, the software 

can reach better and more accurate results. On the other hand, inaccuracies present in the intrinsic 

parameters of the camera can lead to imprecise camera pose estimation and point triangulation. Likewise, 

if the images are cropped, the intrinsic parameters of the camera need to be recalculated. The images need 

to depict the same area of the object from different viewpoints, therefore the images should be paired to 

efficiently estimate the 3D points of the reconstruction. Some pipelines improve the reconstruction with more 

images that cover the same portion of the object [51].  

In 2018, an evaluation between the most popular Structure from Motion software was accomplished and 

discussed in [51]. Among the open source pipelines the mentioned ones were COLMAP, Theia, OpenMVG, 

VisualSFM, Bundler and MVE. These pipelines were evaluated according to its source code public 

availability, its customization and effectiveness. According to [51], SFM implementations were tested in 

which it showed that COLMAP had the best average results followed by VisualSFM while OpenMVG 

software couldn’t perform the reconstruction and had the worst results, overall. COLMAP is a 3D 

reconstruction software released to the research community in 2016 as an open-source implementation. 

This new SFM method aimed to achieve better results in terms of completeness and robustness [79].  

Structure from Motion can be divided into two categories: A global SFM and an incremental SFM. Global 

SFM is more scalable but susceptible to outliers. Incremental SFM is more time consuming but due to the 

extensive use of RANSAC and bundle adjustment, it can achieve more robust and accurate results by 

filtering outliers. 

COLMAP introduces a new incremental SFM that focus in 5 main changes: The creation of a scene graph 

augmentation to improve robustness for the triangulation [79]. The minimization of the reconstruction error 

by selecting the best views, the image with most triangulated points and with a more uniform distribution, 

since P𝑛P algorithm depends on the number of observations and their distribution in the image [79]. The 
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method proposed for triangulation was a sampling-based triangulation method to increase completeness at 

reduced computational cost [79]. Once the registration and triangulation are performed, the Bundle 

adjustment is applied locally through Ceres Solver, and a global BA is executed after the model has grown 

by a certain percentage. After performing the Bundle adjustment, the degenerate cameras are checked. 

Cameras with a large field of view or distortion coefficient are filtered after global adjustment. Observations 

with large reprojection errors are also filtered. Contrary to other pipelines, such as VisualSFM, COLMAP 

proposes a pre and a post-bundle adjustment on the re-triangulation step. Post-bundle adjustment 

contributes to increase redundancy for the next phases and completeness of reconstruction by continuing 

to triangulate points that have failed before. The re-triangulation and filtering work are performed in an 

iterative optimization until the number of filter observations decrease, on contrast with other pipelines that 

execute bundle adjustment in only one instance [79]. A redundant view mining is applied by clustering 

cameras with higher scene overlap to efficiently parameterize the BA stage for dense photo collection [79]. 

Overall, COLMAP has the best results comparing to other open-source pipelines in terms of completeness 

and pose accuracy [51][79]. 

2.4 3D reconstruction applications  

The approach of 3D reconstruction has applications in various fields, from archeology [80], civil engineering 

[81], medicine [4] to a more recent augmented reality field [82]. Nevertheless, 3D reconstruction in quarrying 

industry has been applied and demonstrated to have significant advantages in performance. As an example, 

in 2017 a research was performed in open-pit mines and quarries to reconstruct the quarry topography 

through UAV imagery [19]. A three dimensional reconstruction of the geomorphic features of a quarry 

centimetric spatial resolution is important for mine managers to report the amount of extracted material, 

according to regulations, but also a way to be able to rehabilitate mine sites after intensive quarrying 

activities [19]. Traditional aerial technologies to survey small areas can be expensive and avoidable through 

SFM aerial photogrammetry based on images acquired by unmanned aerial vehicles [19]. This technique 

proved to be reliable, affordable and a validated tool for high resolution reconstruction surveys and quarry 

monitorization, if taken in to account that the quality of the 3D models depend on the quality of the images 

[19].  

In 2019, an innovative approach to the traditional methods for assessing riprap geometric properties through 

subjective visual inspection and hand measurements, was presented to provide a convenient, reliable and 

sustainable solution to accurately evaluate the volumetric properties of large sized aggregates and riprap 

rocks [20]. This research applies 3D volumetric reconstruction algorithms to images taken under an 

uncontrolled field lighting and concludes that the study is a promising future potential in replacing subjective 

visual inspection or time consuming hand measurement process to this convenient, affordable and quality 

controlled technology [20]. On the same year, unmanned aerial vehicles-based 3D photogrammetric 

analysis was proven to be effective to inform rockfall behavior at slopes and provide risk assessment design 

of suitable protection measures [21].  
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3 Problem formulation 

This Chapter introduces the approach and overall measures of obtaining a 3D reconstruction of a quarry 

Limestone. The adopted camera representation and the input data are presented. The software that is going 

to be used to obtain experimental results is also presented in Chapter 3, as well as the hardware and 

software requirements. 

3.1 Introduction 

As it was referred previously, the focus of this assignment is to build a 3D reconstruction of a quarry 

limestone. Three-dimensional reconstruction from images, in computer vision, is the process of capturing 

the shape and geometry of an object or a scenery. There are a variety of techniques to approach this type 

of problems, however, it can be divided within two main categories: The contact and the non-contact 

methods. The contact approach adopts a 3D scanner to reconstruct the shape of the object through physical 

interaction with the object. This form of application has two dominant disadvantages: It requires contact with 

the object, meaning it can modify or damage it, and it is a process with a significantly slower approach than 

non-contact methods [83][84]. Furthermore, a contact approach isn’t feasible because techniques, such as 

3D scanning are mainly applicable to small size objects. Concluding that the non-contact approach is the 

best method to reconstruct a scene of limestones, this approach can be branched in two methods: The 

passive methods and the active methods.  

The active methods can involve contact or a projection with the object by using a mechanical or a radiometric 

approach, such as, ultrasound, laser scanners, structured lights, microwaves, and others. On the other 

hand, the passive methods do not tamper with the reconstruction technique neither interacts with the object, 

since it uses sensors to measure the radiance reflected or emitted by the object surface, only based on 

optical imaging techniques [85][86]. 

In this case a passive method was chosen due to the lack of effectiveness of the active methods 

performance in sunlight and also the inadequately controlled environment, which both aspects make the 

application of an active technique in an environment such as a quarry unyielding [87]. 

The active method approach demands expensive devices which only a few experts can have access to. In 

opposition, the passive method only requires cheaper devices, such as a simple digital camera or images 

of the object/scenery connected to a three-dimensional reconstruction algorithm. This fact also contributes 

to support the choice of a passive approach [87]. 

The 3D reconstruction of the limestone using a passive method targets a Structure from motion and multiple 

view stereo algorithms for both open source and commercial pipelines. After acquiring the images, the 

software starts by applying a structure from motion approach. SFM is formed by 3 methods: The feature 

extraction and description, the feature matching and the pose location estimation. This phase generates a 
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sparse point cloud. Once the camera locations are known the next step uses the intrinsic and extrinsic 

parameters of the camera for each image and the corresponding images to improve details of the scene 

and build a dense point cloud. Then, the mesh model of the scene is generated in order to visualize better 

the object and detect cracks. The textured model is built in the end. This framework can be seen in Figure 

4. 

The feature extraction detects local features that describe the points of interest of the images [1]. The 

algorithm chosen to solve feature detection will influence the robustness of the features and the efficiency 

of the matching stage [51]. Image and Feature matching matches these keypoints from distinct images that 

are overlapping [1]. The pose location estimation aims to find the camera parameters of each image, by 

computing the essential and fundamental matrix [1]. This step also corrects the camera parameters of each 

image from the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Once the position and parameters of the camera are 

known the 3D location of points is estimated through triangulation to generate the sparse point cloud. The 

next stage requires the images of the scene and corresponding camera parameters to build a dense point 

cloud. The mesh reconstruction approximates the surface of the scene based on the dense point cloud. The 

texture reconstruction is the mapping of the texture from the images onto the reconstructed 3D surface. 

 

Figure 4: General Framework of a 3D Reconstruction 

In order to compare the distinct software and the pipeline effectiveness within the best-chosen software, the 

result study is divided in 4 stages:  

Stage 1: The comparison between pipelines in order to recover the most suitable software to reconstruct 

3D models of limestones in an uncontrolled environment. 

Stage 2: The comparison between different combination of algorithms within the best software 
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Stage 3: The comparison between 3D models with known and unknown intrinsic parameters. 

Stage 4: The comparison between 3D models with known and unknown intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. 

3.2 Camera representation 

The physical set up of this assignment was already explained on the first chapter. The adopted cameras 

were Genie Nano C4020 Color, which is a CMOS sensor of 12,4 MP and their respective lenses of 83,029º 

of field of view [9][10]. This camera can be represented as a pinhole camera model to portray the fixed 

internal camera parameters and establish the mathematical relation between the camera coordinate and 

the pixel coordinate in the image frame. Generally, this model transforms and maps 3D world coordinates 

to 2D image coordinates. The center of projection is considered to be in the origin of a Euclidean coordinate 

system and the image plane or focal plane is 𝑍 = 𝑓 [1]. 

The projection of a 3D world point (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍)𝑇 is mapped to the point (𝑓𝑋 𝑍⁄ , 𝑓𝑌 𝑍⁄ , 𝑓)𝑇 on the image plane 

[1]. The final image coordinate can be described as [1]: 

 (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍)𝑇 ↦ (𝑓𝑋 𝑍⁄ , 𝑓𝑌 𝑍⁄ )𝑇 3.1 

 

 

Figure 5: Pinhole camera geometry [1]. 

The camera center or optical center is the center of projection, the principal axis or principal ray of the 

camera is the line perpendicular to the image plane and the principal point is the intersection between the 

principal axis and the image plane, as it is shown in Figure 5 

This can be reformulated to be linearly written in homogeneous coordinates as [1]: 

 

(

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍
1

) ↦ (
𝑓𝑋
𝑓𝑌
𝑍

) = (
𝑓 0 0 0
0 𝑓 0 0
0 0 1 0

)(

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍
1

) 

 

3.2 

 

The intrinsic matrix [1][88] is represented as: 
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𝐾 = [

𝛼𝑥 𝑠 𝑥0

0 𝛼𝑦 𝑦0

0 0 1
] 

3.3 

 

The matrix K is the camera calibration matrix with the coordinates of the principal point as (𝑥0, 𝑦0)
𝑇, 𝛼𝑥 and 

𝛼𝑦 as focal length in the 𝑥-coordinate direction and the 𝑦-coordinate direction, respectively, and 𝑠 is the 

parameter the describes the skewness of the two image axes. 

The distortion parameters, radial distortion (𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3) and tangential distortion (𝑝1, 𝑝2) are represented by 

the following vector: 

[𝑘1 𝑘2 𝑝1 𝑝2 𝑘3] 

The matrices applied in this study were calculated in [12], in which the intrinsic parameters of the right 

camera are represented by the following matrices: 

[
2645.9 0 1634.1

0 2648.1 1246.4
0 0 1

] , [0.85285 −35.26023 −0.03693 −0.04618 443.56103] 

And the left camera intrinsic parameters are the following: 

[
2647.4 0 1625.1

0 2649.7 1241.5
0 0 1

] , [0.34260 −8.80952 −0.02080 0.01760 10500844] 

3.3 Data Acquisition 

The images taken on the fields of Fravízel company were close range and in an uncontrolled open 

environment with similar conditions to a Quarry mine. The data acquisition needs to take into account a 

series of rules, according to software requirements. In terms of object/scene requirements, not textured, 

shiny, highly reflective or transparent object should be avoided, as well as moving object within the scene, 

but also flat objects [89]. A good capture of photos should avoid direct light such as in the daylight, shadows 

and one colored surfaces [90]. In terms of capturing scenarios, it is better to have more photos than not 

enough, the object of interest should take the maximum area in the scene, flash should be avoided and 

good lighting is crucial to achieve better quality of results [89]. The images must have a side overlap of, at 

least, 60% and frontal overlap of 80%, without moving the object or scene [90]. In this regard, the photos 

were taken with the limestone still and the cameras facing the scene moving, with an angle of 83.029º, in 

different positions as it is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Overall capturing scenario [89] 

Some of the data taken in Fravízel company for this thesis can be seen in Figure 7. A video was recorded 

at the same time from both cameras and there were 68 images recovered. These images were taken in 

pairs, and so the 1st image and the 35th image were taken at the same time but with the left camera and 

the right camera respectively. 

 

Figure 7: Data collected in a Limestone quarry 

3.4 Open source and commercial pipelines 

There are various SFM and MVS pipeline implementation proposed through the years. This study focuses 

in the few most popular open source and commercial software. The open source pipelines used are the 

following: VisualSFM, COLMAP, Meshroom and MeshLab. The commercial pipeline used is the Agisoft 
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Metashape. There are different algorithms that can be applied through these pipelines, however it was 

chosen the most similar path to reach a sparse point cloud for all software.  

Along with the most leading software of 3D reconstruction, VisualSFM and COLMAP generated the best 

results according to [51], therefore these pipelines were chosen to be analyzed. MeshLab is a well known 

open source system for processing and editing 3D meshes but also commonly used to open the models 

created by other pipelines such as COLMAP, that can compute a 3D mesh but not illustrate it. Meshroom 

was selected among other pipelines for being a free, open-source 3D reconstruction software based on the 

commercial AliceVision framework and thus providing quality and robustness to reconstruct, not only sparse 

and dense point clouds, but also, surface and textured models. Contrarily to other 3D reconstruction 

pipelines, Meshroom developers have recently improved its contents with a major update in 2019 

contributing to a better quality and speed in generating 3D models, while competing with some commercial 

pipelines [90], Agisoft Metashape was also chosen for being an acclaimed 3D reconstruction pipeline and 

for its recent update transitioning from the popular Agisoft Photoscan to Agisoft Metashape while improving 

performance. 

VisualSFM is a pipeline with a friendly user graphical interface that executes an incremental Structure from 

Motion and a Multi-view stereo algorithm to reach a sparse and dense cloud reconstruction as a result. A 

downside of this software resides in the non-availability of algorithms in certain stages of the reconstruction, 

respectively, the pose camera estimation and triangulation, however it is known that this software detects 

features through SIFT, matches the images though an exhaustive approach, corrects the camera pose 

estimation through multicore bundle adjustment and excludes outliers by applying RANSAC [51]. Its output 

is a sparse cloud reconstruction [91]. Builds a dense point cloud through a CMVS/PMVS method. 

COLMAP is the implementation of a C++ open-source algorithm of the incremental SFM and MVS pipeline 

[92]. The focus of this software is to reconstruct a scene or object in 3D and apply enhancements to 

conventional SFM pipelines such as robustness, accuracy and scalability. Its creators built an intuitive 

graphical interface that allows different configurations, regarding the algorithms, so it would be possible to 

improve and shape to each individual reconstruction [45][93]. The SFM workflow used in this project was 

similar to VisualSFM, starts by applying SIFT as features extractor, an exhaustive approach for image 

matching and brute force for feature matching. The pose camera estimation is obtained through PnP and 

the triangulation step with a DLT method. Ceres Solver is used to correct the camera poses estimated in a 

pre and post triangulation stage and RANSAC to determine the outliers. The MVS stage applies a CMVS 

and PMVS methods to obtain the dense point cloud. COLMAP’s first step to create a dense point cloud is 

undistortion of the images. Undistortion process applies a lens correction on the input images and generates 

undistorted images. Once the images are undistorted, the heaviest step in this pipeline is the stereo 

reconstruction that relies in the GPU using CUDA. COLMAP uses a Patch based stereo method to generate 

a dense point cloud by estimating a depth and normal maps in stereo and fuse them to the sparse point 
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cloud in the fusion step [93]. Although COMAP’s GUI can’t show the 3D models, this pipeline computes a 

3D surface of the scene based on Screened Poisson surface reconstruction or Delaunay triangulation 

approach. 

Meshroom is another open-source pipeline with a user graphical interface that implements a Structure from 

motion process, a Multiple-view stereo process, a surface and a textured reconstruction. Meshroom uses a 

node connection GUI approach allowing the user to try a variation of workflows [90]. The procedure of SFM 

used implements SIFT as the feature detector, matches images through an exhaustive process and the 

features through a Brute force algorithm. The camera pose is estimated through a PnP in a RANSAC 

framework and refined though a Bundle Adjustment. In MVS process it is implemented an SGM method to 

obtain the depth maps. The fusion of depth maps is accomplished in the Mesh phase. The surface 

reconstruction is accomplished through a Delaunay triangulation and the textured reconstruction by 

associating each vertex to the texture information. 

MeshLab is a mesh processing open source pipeline that can support a variety of 3D formats built in a large 

stable C++ library. This pipeline can be used as a GUI to paint, smooth and color meshes but it also has 

cleaning, remeshing, colorization filters, measuring tools and many other applications. However one of the 

most important applications in this study is the ability of generating meshes based on different algorithms 

from dense point clouds that were built in other pipelines such as, VisualSFM, COLMAP and others [94][95]. 

MeshLab builds a 3D mesh of the scene based on a main algorithm: Screened Poisson surface 

reconstruction from a Dense point cloud 

Agisoft Metashape is a commercial advanced image-based 3D modeling pipeline to generate professional 

quality 3D content from 2D images. The disadvantages of being a commercial software consists in the non-

availability of which methods and algorithms are implemented. Nevertheless, the range of applications, 

stability and constant improvement of the GUI offers a good option for real Quarry application. This pipeline 

builds sparse and dense point clouds from images, 3D surfaces and textured reconstructions, orthomosaic 

images and DEM representations [89]. Even though this pipeline is commercial, it is known that the feature 

detection and matching was based on a similar approach to SIFT to promote higher alignment quality and 

the camera intrinsic and extrinsic are refined through a similar approach to bundle adjustment. 
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To summarize, the methods used in each software are organized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Algorithms used in each phase of the reconstructions 

 SFM MVS   

Feature 

Extraction 

Image 

Matching 

Feature 

Matching 

View 

Geometry 

Camera 

pose 

estimation 

Triangulation 
Model 

Correction 

Dense Cloud 

Reconstruction 

Surface 

Reconstruction 

Textured 

Reconstruction 

VisualSFM SIFT Exhaustive Brute-

Force 

(RANSAC) 

N/A N/A N/A Multicore 

BA 

- - - 

COLMAP SIFT Exhaustive Brute-

Force 

(RANSAC) 

8point 

algorithm 

PnP in 

RANSAC 

framework 

DLT Ceres 

Solver 

CMVS, PMVS Screened 

Poisson 

Reconstruction, 

Delaunay 

triangulation 

- 

MeshLab - - - - - - - - Screened 

Poisson 

Reconstruction 

- 

Meshroom SIFT Exhaustive, 

Vocabulary 

tree, 

sequential 

Brute-

Force, 

ANN, 

Cascade 

Hashing 

(RANSAC) 

8point 

algorithm 

PnP in 

RANSAC 

framework 

DLT BA SGM Delaunay 

triangulation 

UV mapping 

Agisoft 

Metashape 

Similar to 

SIFT 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Similar to 

BA 

N/A N/A N/A 

3.5 Hardware and Software requirements 

The hardware used for this thesis is a computer MSI GT72 3QE Dominator Pro. The essential specifications 

for a reconstruction are the CPU, RAM and GPU. The laptop MSI GT72 3QE Dominator Pro has CPU of 

the 5th generation Intel® Core™ i7 5950HQ / 5700HQ processor, a 32 GB RAM and a NVIDIA GeForce 

GTX 980M. The most demanding pipelines are the commercial ones, therefore the minimal hardware 

requirement configuration was established according Agisoft Metashape specifications as it follows in Table 

3. 
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Table 3: Minimal and recommended configuration of Agisoft Metashape [89]. 

Minimal configuration Recommended configuration 

Windows XP or later (32 or 64 bit), Mac OS X 

Mountain Lion or later, Debian/Ubuntu with GLIBC 

2.13+ (64 bit) 

Windows 7 XP or later (64 bit), Mac OS X 

Mountain Lion or later, Debian/Ubuntu with GLIBC 

2.13+ (64 bit) 

Intel Core 2 Duo processor or equivalent Intel Core i7 or AMD Ryzen 7 processor 

4 GB of RAM 32 GB of RAM 

 

The available RAM is an essential requirement for the software to process a certain number of photos. The 

minimal requirements, 4 GB of RAM, can build a model based on 30 to 50 photos of a resolution of 10 MP. 

However a 16 GB RAM can process up to 300-400 photographs [89]. The better the hardware configuration 

the more efficiently the 3D reconstruction process can achieve a 3D model, therefore there are advanced 

configuration in which the CPU is a Octa-core or hexa-core Intel Core i7 with 64 GB of RAM and a Nvidia 

GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, TITAN X or TITAN RTX as GPU, and even, extreme configurations with 64GB RAM 

to process large data sets. 

A necessary characteristic is that the GPU NVIDIA should be supported by CUDA in order to accomplish 

reconstruction in certain pipelines such as COLMAP, Meshroom and Agisoft Metashape [79][89][90]. For 

this project CUDA was installed for the pipelines to utilize the processing power of CUDA. 

In terms of software, most of the popular software work on Windows XP or later (32 or 64 bit), Mac OS X 

Mountain Lion or alter, Debian/Ubuntu. This assignment was executed in Windows 10. 
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4 Methodologies of 3D reconstructions 

This chapter aims to describe the general workflow and each method that will be implemented through the 

different pipelines in order to reconstruct a 3D model of a limestone. Various preprocessing methods are 

analyzed in Chapter 4, in order to enhance the brightness and contrast of the input images. 

4.1 Image Preprocessing 

The uncontrolled environment of the open pit mine retrieves images with inconsistent lighting and shadows 

between the two cameras. The brightness and contrast of an image can change how the images are 

processed in a 3D reconstruction pipeline, by varying the number of detected features and matched points, 

but also, compromise the estimation of the camera pose location. Between both cameras the lighting should 

be similar for the software to be able to detect features and consider those as the same scene but also the 

enhancement of brightness and contrast allows the software to detect more features and therefore tie points. 

Since the output information from the SFM process is crucial to apply MVS and build a surface 

reconstruction, the higher quality is the camera parameters, their pose location and the overall points of the 

sparse point cloud, the more correct and authentic is the dense point cloud and the surface model.  

The original images are the 68 images taken in the Fravízel company, 34 images were captured by the 

camera on the right and 34 images were taken by the camera on the left. As it is shown in Figure 8, the 

images from the first three rows and a half are considered to be the camera on the left and the rest of the 

images are the camera on the right. At the time of the day that the images were captured, the right camera 

retrieves images brighter than the left camera. 
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Figure 8: Original images 

There were 6 methods applied to these images to improve their quality in order to build a good 3D model. 

The preprocessing methods were the following: An averaging method, histogram equalization, CLAHE, 

gamma correction, gamma correction with histogram equalization and gamma correction with CLAHE. 

These methods were all implemented in python through two modules, the Pillow and OpenCV. 

4.1.1 Averaging Method 

The averaging method aimed to compute the perceived brightness and contrast to all images and average 

them. Brightness is the overall lightness and darkness of the image and contrast is the difference in 

brightness between regions of an image. The perceived brightness of the original images was calculated 

through the arithmetic mean of each color band in the image (RGB values). Considering RGB color space 

as a cube where each of the three colors are an axis, a corner of this cube corresponds to black with RGB 

(0,0,0) and the opposite corner to white with RGB (255,255,255). And so, the perceived brightness is the 

3D distance between the first corner to the actual color value for each band, which in this case is the mean 

of the RGB values of the image. Also, it is necessary to take into account that some colors look brighter 

than others by giving a different weight to each axis, as it is shown in equation 4.1 [96]. 

 𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  √0.241𝑅2 + 0.691𝐺2 + 0.068𝐵2 4.1 

The perceived contrast can be calculated by converting the image into a CIELAB color space that expresses 

three values: L for lightness, A from green to red and B from blue to yellow. Once the lightness values for 

each pixel of the image are computed, two images are created with the maximum and minimum values 

through dilation and erosion respectively. A 5 by 5 Mask is run through each pixel and replacing its value 
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with the maximum or minimum value within the mask for dilation and erosion respectively. The contrast of 

the image is calculated by subtracting the eroded image from the dilated image and dividing its sum. Then, 

the average of the contrast matrix of each original image is computed, according to equation 4.2 [97]. 

 

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 =

∑ (
𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 + min 

)
𝑖,𝑗

𝑖,𝑗=𝑚,𝑛
𝑖,𝑗=0

𝑚 × 𝑛 
     

4.2 

where 𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑚𝑖𝑛 are 𝑚 × 𝑛 matrices of the dilated and eroded images respectively. 

Once the perceived brightness and contrast are known, it is calculate the average of the brightness and 

contrast of the image from the camera in the left and right without taking into account the first image in case 

of the perceived brightness and the first and 18th image in case of the perceived contrast for being outliers 

as it is shown in Figure 9. Also, the overall brightness and contrast average is calculated without the same 

considered outliers.  

 

Figure 9: Perceived Brightness and Contrast average of Original Images 

In Figure 9 and Figure 10, it is shown the average perceived brightness and contrast, respectively, of the 

34 images from the right camera, as Camera 1, in blue and the 34 images from the left camera as, Camera 

2, in green. In red, it is represented the overall average of brightness and contrast of the 68 images. In order 

to have images that can be perceived as the image from the same scene and smooth the light of all images 

in order to have images with similar brightness and contrast it was applied an interpolation between the 

original images and an image with only black pixels with same size as the first image. This interpolation is 

implemented according to a certain factor. This factor varies according to the images on the left and on the 

right and if it is for brightness or contrast application. For the images on the right and on the left, in the case 

of brightness, this factor is the percentage of the absolute value of the difference between the overall 

average brightness and the average brightness of the right (Camera 1) and on the left images (Camera 2), 

respectively. In the case of contrast, the images on the right and on the left, this factor is the percentage of 

the absolute value of the difference between the overall contrast and the average contrast of the right 
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(Camera 1) and on the left images (Camera 2), respectively. This factor certifies that the interpolation is 

between (1 − 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 %) of the black images and (𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 %) of the original images. This method is able to 

ensure that all images tend to the same overall average brightness and the same overall average contrast, 

as it is shown in the graphs bellow. Nevertheless, the outliers continue to be outliers and would need to be 

removed. Further, even though the images have the same average perceived brightness and contrast, the 

images continue to have varying lightness value pixels within the images. 

 

 

4.1.2 Histogram Equalization 

Histogram equalization is an image processing technique of contrast enhancement. The histogram 

represents graphically the intensity distribution of an image with pixel values in X-axis (ranging between 0 

to 255) and the corresponding number of pixels in the image on the Y-axis. Therefore, histogram 

equalization stretches the intensity range of the images to produce a good image with pixels of different 

intensity values instead of having peaks, concentration of pixels with small range of intensity value, as 

shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Histogram Equalization [13] 

The Histograms of the original images were computed in order to obtain the intensity values of each pixel 

from their grayscale image and to organize this information in a graph. An example of the histogram of the 

Figure 10: Perceived Brightness and Contrast of averaging method images 
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pair image 20 for both cameras is shown below, where the image from the left camera is the left graph and 

the image from the right camera is the right graph. According to the histograms of the original images from 

the left camera, in Figure 12, the images have around 900,000 white pixels, which shows in the histogram 

as the biggest peak of intensity values in the images, and a smaller peak that represents around 200,000, 

almost, black pixels. On the other hand, the histograms of the original images on right camera only have 

one main peak that shows around 300,000 dark pixels of, around, 50 intensity value. From this histogram 

analysis and based on the original images, the images taken in Fravízel company environment returned 

bright images from the camera on the left and darker images from the camera on the right.  

 

Figure 12: Histogram of the original images (images 20) 

Histogram Equalization aims to stretch the intensity range of these images by calculating the cumulative 

distribution function (CDF), which is the cumulative sum of all of the probabilities of a pixel value (𝑝𝑥) to 

occur in an image seen in equation 4.3 [13] . 

 

𝑐𝑑𝑓𝑥(𝑖) =  ∑ 𝑝𝑥(𝑥 = 𝑗)

𝑖

𝑗=0

, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑥 =
𝑛𝑖

𝑛
 

4.3 

where 𝑖 is the pixel value that can vary between 0 and 255, 𝑛𝑖 is the number of pixels with a certain intensity  

𝑛 is the total number of pixels in the image. 

Once the cumulative distribution function is known, it is applied a transform onto the original image to 

produce an image with a flat histogram through a linearized distribution function along with the intensity 

range of these images by multiplying the cumulative probability of each pixel intensity by the range of the 

intensity that wants to be stretch which in this case is 256 intensity values. Finally, the decimal values 

obtained through these calculations are rounded to their lower integer value. 

The results of histogram equalization on the original images are shown as an example in Figure 13, where 

the image 20 from the left camera is displayed in the left and the image 20 from the right camera is presented 

on the right. The Figure 13 demonstrates that the histograms of the images from the left camera were 

flattened, in which, the darker peak of pixels disappeared, meaning that there aren’t as many darker pixels 
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as in the original image and, although there is still a peak of light pixels, the whiter pixels still decreased 

from 900,000 to 600,000 pixels. The histograms of the images from the right camera show that the histogram 

equalization distributed the pixels through different intensity values, with an almost even variation of peaks 

around an average of 50,000 pixels, eliminating the main peak of pixels of the 50 pixel value. The images 

from both cameras with histogram equalization implementation have less contrast and even tones in relation 

to the original images. 

 

Figure 13: Histogram Equalization (images 20) 

4.1.3 CLAHE 

CLAHE or contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization is another image processing technique to 

enhance contrast. This approach is more robust than normal histogram equalization for being an adaptive 

histogram equalization. The process lies in computing several histograms to different sections of the image 

in order to redistribute the intensity values of the image. It also avoids the possible noise caused by over 

amplification by applying a contrast limiting method to each neighborhood from where the transformation 

was established. 

The procedure starts by splitting the image into R, G and B, and for each image channel, the images are 

divided into small blocks of 8 by 8 elements and applying histogram equalization on them. If this small area 

has noise, this noise will be amplified, therefore to improve this adaptive histogram equalization, it is applied 

a contrast limit by establishing that, if any histogram bin is above a certain threshold (in this case 40 pixel 

intensity value) than those pixels are distributed uniformly to other bins before applying histogram 

equalization [13]. Afterwards, the histogram equalization is applied in the same way as it was described 

previously in this project. Lastly, the R,G and B output for each image are merged 

The results of CLAHE implementation on the original images displayed in Figure 14, show that the image 

20 from the left camera is presented on the left, representing the left images, as well as the image 20 from 

the right camera is on the right. The left graph shows that the darker pixels dropped around 100,000 pixels 

and the white pixels also decreased, around 100,000 pixels. These pixels were evenly distributed along the 
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other intensity values. Despite the images from the right camera still show a big amount of pixels in darker 

intensity values with a histogram peak around 50 intensity value, in relation with the histogram of the original 

images, the histogram of CLAHE implementation show that 150,000 pixels from the peak of darker pixels 

were distributed to different intensity values, between 50 and 150 pixel value. The images from both 

cameras with CLAHE implementation have less contrast than the original images 

 

 

4.1.4 Gamma Correction 

Gamma correction is another image processing technique that enhances the contrast and brightness of an 

image through a nonlinear transformation between the input and the output values. This method is also 

known as the Power Law Transform and it can be written according to equation 4.4 [13]. The value of 

gamma 𝛾 is changed to choose its best value in order to produce the best output image. When 𝛾 < 1 the 

dark regions of the original image get brighter and the histogram is shifted to the right and when 𝛾 > 1 the 

original brighter regions turn darker and the histogram is shifted to the left. 

 
𝑂 = (

𝐼

255
)
𝛾

× 255 
4.4 

where 𝛾 is the gamma value, 𝑂 is the output image values, 𝐼 is the input image values for an image with 

values between 0 and 255. 

Gamma adjustment can be implemented by creating a table with 256 elements computing the equation 4.4 

where 𝐼 is a number that ranges between 0 and 255 and gamma is a given variable. The adjusted image is 

obtained by applying a gamma and a lookup tables (LUTs) function, from openCV, where it is performed a 

transformation that assigns a new pixel value to each pixel of the source image, according to the table 

previously created. This method is less computationally expensive than computing the equation 4.4 for each 

12,000 pixels per image. 

Figure 14: CLAHE (images 20) 
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Based on the images with gamma correction and analyzing the results through their histograms, the chosen 

gamma correction was 𝛾 = 0.4 for both left and right images. The main objective was to lower the brightness 

in the images from the left camera, however, by applying 𝛾 > 1 to decrease the brightness on the left images 

there is a trade-off between decreasing the white pixel peak and decreasing the overall brightness of the 

images by increasing the darker pixel values. The histograms from Figure 15 show that the intensity values 

shift to the left producing images that are too dark for the small decrease of the white pixel peak, making it 

impossible to produce similar brightness for left and right images. 

 

Figure 15: Gamma correction on image 20 of the left camera 

Therefore, it was chosen to transform the original images from the right camera to brighter images, as well 

as the images on the left, to shift the histogram peak of darker pixels to intensity values that are neither too 

dark nor too bright, around 127 pixel value. Therefore, as a result of different gamma correction trials, it was 

determined a gamma correction of 𝛾 = 0.4 for both left and right images. As it is displayed in Figure 16, the 

left histogram corresponds to the images from the left camera with gamma correction of 𝛾 = 0.4 and the 

right histogram corresponds to the images from the right camera with gamma correction of 𝛾 = 0.4. The left 

histogram presents a shift of the darker pixel peak to 127 intensity value without increasing the white pixel 

peaks of the original histogram and the right histogram also shifts the darker pixel peak to 127 pixel value 

and most pixels are shifted to a brighter region, comparing to the original histogram. The images from both 

cameras with gamma correction implementation have less contrast and lighter tones than the original 

images, but also around 200000 pixels of 127 pixel value, approximately. 

 

Figure 16: Gamma correction of 0,4 (images 20) 
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4.1.5 Gamma correction with Histogram equalization 

Gamma correction with Histogram equalization was another implemented method with the objective of 

stretching the intensity range of images that already have been gamma corrected to have similar brightness. 

This method is the union of the 2 approaches already explained. First, a gamma correction of 𝛾 = 0.4 was 

applied to all images and then a histogram equalization was implemented to all corrected images. 

In Figure 17, the left graph corresponds to the histogram of the gamma correction and histogram 

equalization implementation of the image 20 from the camera in the left, and the right graph, it’s the same 

histogram implementation, but for the image 20 of the camera in the right. The left histogram shows that the 

overall pixels were distributed between all pixel values and the white pixel peak decreased, approximately, 

from 900,000 pixels to 600,000 pixels compared to the original histogram. The right histogram presents an 

overall even intensity value for all pixels within the images, varying from 45,000 to 55,000 pixels for each 

pixel value, instead of a 30,000 pixel intensity peak in darker pixels values, present in the original histogram. 

The images from both cameras with gamma correction and histogram equalization implementation have a 

more even tone, therefore, less contrast and an overall lighter shade in comparison to the original image. 

 

Figure 17: Gamma correction and Histogram equalization (images 20) 

4.1.6 Gamma correction with CLAHE 

Similarly to the concept of gamma correction with histogram equalization, Gamma correction with CLAHE 

is the association of 2 methods previously explained. However, in this case, a CLAHE is applied on images 

that have already been gamma corrected to have similar brightness.  This CLAHE implementation is 

identical to the previous approach, implying that the histogram equalization is enforced on small blocks of 8 

by 8 elements and the contrast limit is 40 pixel value. 
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In Figure 18, the left graph corresponds to the histogram of the gamma correction and CLAHE 

implementation of the image 20 from the camera in the left, and the right graph, it’s the same histogram 

implementation, but for the image 20 of the camera in the right. The left histogram still displays uneven 

number of pixels for different intensity values, however with this implementation there’s no darker pixel 

peaks, only a slightly bigger amount off pixels with, approximately, 100 pixel value. The white pixel peak 

decreased 100,000 pixels compared to the original histogram. In the right histogram, instead of a dark pixel 

peak, shown in the original histogram, it produced a peak around 127 intensity value, with almost all pixels 

revolving around this pixel value or whiter values. The images from the right camera with gamma correction 

and CLAHE implementation are brighter and from the left camera, are greyer compared to the original 

images. 

 

Figure 18: Gamma correction and CLAHE (images 20) 

4.1.7 Preprocessing method comparison 

The different approaches previously implemented are compared in this section in order to sort out the best 

input images to build a 3D model. The comparison of the 6 preprocessing methods is done by processing 

the images from each implementation through a 3D reconstruction software. Since the first part of 3D 

reconstruction, Structure from motion, is the basis for a good reconstruction and therefore, crucial to have 

a correct MVS computation, as well as, a surface and texture reconstruction, each step of SFM will be 

evaluated and compared. The software chosen to reach to the best preprocessing method and its output 

images was COLMAP for being one of the best open source software for SFM implementation [51][79] . 

The preprocessed images for each approach were input in COLMAP to begin the SFM procedure. In the 

first phase, the features were detected to be matched through SIFT and exhaustive brute force, respectively. 

On the second phase it was estimated the pose camera through PnP and corrected by bundle adjustment. 

The overall number of features detected for all images in each preprocessing method, the operation time, 

the matching point operation time, the process time of pose camera estimation and the number of tie points 

are displayed on Table 4 and Table 5. 
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The feature detection elapsed time was very similar for each preprocessing approach, around 0.2765 

minutes, but also identical to the feature detection process time of the original images. The feature matching 

processing time varies between each preprocessing method: The gamma correction with CLAHE approach 

takes more time than any other, approximately 8 minutes, followed by, the histogram equalization and 

gamma correction with histogram equalization that takes, around, 7 minutes, CLAHE approach takes 6 

minutes and the fastest approaches were the average method and the gamma correction with an elapsed 

time of, approximately, 5.2 minutes, also compared to the original images that took 5.6 minutes. The camera 

pose location is the approach that takes more time in Structure from motion, most preprocessed images 

took 13 to 14 minutes, including the original images, excepting the gamma correction with CLAHE that takes 

16.7 minutes, the histogram equalization taking 21.5 minutes of elapsed time and CLAHE with the longest 

processing time of 32.7 minutes. The sum of the time of these three phases is the total time of sparse point 

cloud reconstruction, therefore the slowest approach was CLAHE with an elapsed time of 39.3 minutes and 

the fastest approach was the gamma correction method with 18.9 minutes. 

Table 4: Elapsed time for each SFM procedure 

 
Elapsed time (min) 

Feature 
detection 

Feature 
matching 

Camera pose 
location 

Sparse Point Cloud 
Reconstruction 

Original 0.267 5.627 13.109 19.003 

Average Method 0.26 5.412 14.084 19.756 

Histogram Equalization 0.289 7.579 21.522 29.39 

CLAHE 0.291 6.333 32.675 39.299 

Gamma correction 0.265 5.152 13.574 18.991 

Gamma correction with 
Histogram Equalization 

0.277 7.657 14.913 22.847 

Gamma correction with CLAHE 0.277 8.117 16.647 25.041 

The number of detected features and the total number of points of the generated sparse point cloud are 

related. If less features are detected, then the faster is the reconstruction, the same works in the opposite 

case. Nevertheless, CLAHE approach is automatically excluded for having the largest time period to 

reconstruct and still corresponding to the method with the 4th more features detected and reconstructed 

points. Gamma correction is also refused for having the smaller amount of number of features detected and 

reconstructed points, explaining the fact that gamma correction was computationally the fastest method. 

The original images and the average method images retrieved very similar results in terms of processing 

time, number of features detected and number of points in the sparse point cloud, however, both methods 

revealed an average of 745,371 detected points, which corresponds to, approximately, 100,000 points less 

than other approaches, also the total number of reconstructed points were an average of 47,694 point, 

which is also 10,000 points less than other methods. 
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The best three methods were gamma correction with CLAHE, histogram equalization with Gamma 

correction, and histogram equalization. The method that achieved more features detected and sparse points 

was the gamma correction with CLAHE, as the third slowest approach. Histogram equalization returned the 

second greatest number of detected features and reconstructed points, yet, this method was the second 

slowest approach. Gamma correction with histogram equalization produced the third biggest number of 

detected features and sparse points, between the three best methods, and was the fourth slowest approach. 

In sum, gamma correction with CLAHE method achieved more sparse points, secondly the histogram 

equalization approach and thirdly the gamma correction with histogram equalization method. The difference 

between the histogram equalization and the gamma correction with histogram equalization method was just 

of 517 sparse points, but the processing time was of 6,543 minutes. This means that the gamma correction 

with histogram equalization method returned only 0.9% less sparse points but was 22.3% faster than the 

histogram equalization method, therefore the histogram equalization was excluded from being the best 

preprocess. The last comparison is between gamma correction with histogram equalization and gamma 

correction with CLAHE approaches. The difference between these two methods was only of 768 

reconstructed sparse points and 2.194 minutes of processing time, meaning that the gamma correction with 

histogram equalization method obtained 1.3% less sparse points, but took 8.8% less time to generate a 

sparse point cloud compared to the gamma correction with CLAHE method Therefore, the best 

preprocessing approach to build a 3D model of a quarry stone in an uncontrolled environment is the gamma 

correction with histogram equalization approach, according to the software and images used. 

Table 5: Feature detection and Sparse cloud reconstruction 

 Total Number of features 
detected 

Total Number of points in 
Sparse Cloud 

Original 746,079 47,705 

Average Method 744,663 47,683 

Histogram Equalization 824,746 57,742 

CLAHE 779,481 52,554 

Gamma correction 721,560 46,998 

Gamma correction with Histogram 
Equalization 

818,405 57,255 

Gamma correction with CLAHE 836,234 58,023 

And so, the best preprocessed images are the original images that were subjected by a gamma correction 

followed by a histogram equalization. As shown in Figure 19, the first image was completely recovered from 

the dark tone original image, seen in Figure 8. Further, the difference in brightness and contrast between 

the images from the camera on the left and on the right are almost unidentifiable. This set of preprocessed 

images are going to be adopted for the rest of this study in order to reach to the best results. 
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Figure 19: Preprocessed images through Gamma correction and Histogram equalization 
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4.2 Sparse Point Cloud Reconstruction 

The Sparse Cloud Reconstruction workflow starts by detecting features, matching features and ends by 

estimating the pose location to build a Sparse point Cloud. Although these are the main steps, other crucial 

methods are discussed to remove outliers, correct the model parameters and to determine the position of 

the 3D point. This phase of 3D reconstruction is the foundation for the next steps, therefore, the quality of 

results this stage achieves influences the results in the next steps. 

4.2.1 Feature detection and extraction 

The pipelines adopted on this assignment implement SIFT or its variations to accomplish feature extraction. 

SIFT is patented by the university of British Columbia and described by one of the most influential research 

in Computer Vision [23]. SIFT stands for scale invariant feature transform which can be applied to different 

size images, different depth and the most advantageous characteristic of this feature detection algorithm, it 

is scale invariant. SIFT transforms image data into scale-invariant coordinates. The goal of this algorithm is 

to extract invariant features to be able to correctly match against a large database of features from many 

images. The features are invariant to image scale, rotation and robust to change in 3D viewpoint, noise and 

affine distortion [23]. 

The advantages of this approach are the locality, distinctiveness, quantity and efficiency. Locality because 

similarly to the Harris corner detection, SIFT detects local features therefore it is robust to clutter and 

occlusion. Individual features can be matched to a large database of objects thus It has distinctiveness. 

Since many features can be generated and processed even for small objects, quantity is an advantageous 

factor to return better reconstruction. And it is efficient because it performs as fast as almost real-time 

performance [23]. 

As it was mentioned previously, SIFT is divided into 4 main steps: Scale space extrema estimation, keypoint 

localization, keypoint orientation assignment and the generation of a local image descriptor for each 

keypoint [23]. 

The estimation of the Scale space extrema is described as the creation of a Scale space with the intention 

of calculating the DoG to find the maxima and minima in the DoG images. According to Lowe [23], The most 

efficient method in order to get rid of the details and ensure that false details are not introduced is to perform 

a Gaussian blur. The objective is to create a Scale space that progressively generates blur onto the original 

image, building the first octave, and then resizing the original image to half size and blurring the images 

again, this process is shown in Figure 20. This process repeats itself until, as SIFT suggests, 4 octaves and 

5 blur levels are completed, as the ideal scale space for the algorithm. And so, there are four Octaves, which 

are images of the same size vertically and each with 5 images. Blurring is mathematically a convolution of 

the Gaussian operator and the image. Gaussian “blur” applies an expression to each pixel as follows [23]: 
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 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎) = 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎) ∗ 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) 4.5 

With 𝐿 as the blurred image, 𝐺 as the Gaussian blur operator, 𝐼 is an image, (𝑥, 𝑦) are the coordinates of 

the pixel location and 𝜎 is the scale factor. 

The expression of the Gaussian blur operator can be written as follows: 

 
𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎) =

1

2𝜋𝜎2
𝑒

−(𝑥2+𝑦2)
2𝜎2⁄

 
4.6 

The amount of blurring in each image is also important. Assuming the amount of blur in a particular image 

is 𝐾, the next images will be 𝐾𝜎. According to Lowe, the optimal values are 4 octaves, 5 scale levels, a 𝜎 

initial of 1,6 and 𝐾 = √2 [23]. 

The next step is to execute a LoG approximation. This step computes the difference of Gaussian, shown in 

Figure 20, as an approximation of the Laplacian of Gaussian, in order to replace the computationally 

complex step of calculating the second derivative for each blurred image. Further, the LoG approximation 

isn’t scale invariant, the 𝜎2 of the denominator in equation 4.6 represents the scale, and only by disposing 

of 𝜎2 the process turns to be scale invariant. However, after the DoG operation, the resultant images are 

multiplied by the 𝜎2, and therefore scale invariant [23]. 

 

The following step is to find keypoints. Finding keypoints is branched in two stages: The localization of the 

maxima and minima in the DoG images and the detection of the subpixel maximum and minima. 

Figure 20: Scale space and LoG approximation [23] 
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In order to locate the maxima and minima in DoG, every pixel is iterated and checked through all neighbors 

[23]. This verification is performed to the current, above and below image. As it is shown in Figure 21, the 

X marks the current pixel and the green circles mark the neighbor pixels. The X can be marked as a keypoint 

if it is the greatest or smallest of all 26 neighbors. Also, the non-maxima and non-minima don’t have to go 

through all the verifications since they are usually discarded on initial steps, as well as the lowermost and 

top most scales that aren’t able to detect any keypoints due to insufficient neighbors for comparison. 

 

Figure 21: keypoint location [23] 

Once this approach is finished, the marked points are the approximate maxima and minima. It corresponds 

to approximations because the maxima and minima almost never lie exactly on the pixel, but somewhere 

between the pixels. Therefore, it is necessary to locate the subpixel. The subpixel values are calculated 

through a Taylor expansion of the image around the approximate keypoint [23]: 

 
𝐷(𝑥) = 𝐷 + 

𝑑𝐷𝑇

𝐷𝑋
𝑋 +

1

2
𝑥𝑇

𝑑2𝐷

𝑑𝑥2
𝑥 

4.7 

By differentiating and equating the expression 4.8 to zero, the solution is the subpixel keypoint location. The 

calculations of these subpixels are crucial for a better matching and stability of the algorithm. Lowe [23] 

recommends to generate two extrema images, and so it is needed 4 DoG images, and 5 Gaussian blurred 

images to produce them. 

Some keypoints are found on edges or areas with not enough contrast. These keypoints need to be 

discarded because they don’t return useful features. The edges are removed according to the Harris Corner 

Detector and the low contrast features are discarded based on their intensities. The method of removing 

low contrast features begins by identifying if the magnitude of the intensity at a current pixel in DoG image 

is less than a certain value, if it is true, this feature is rejected. It is applied the Taylor expansion for the 

intensity value at a subpixel location to be known. Removing edges imply the calculation of two gradients 

at the keypoint which are perpendicular to each other. The image around the keypoint can be a flat region, 

meaning that both gradients are small. An edge, where the gradient perpendicular to the edge is big and 

the gradient along the edge would be small. And a corner in which both gradients are big. The only features 

that can’t be rejected are the corners for being a useful feature. Consequently, if the intensity at the extrema 

location is less than a certain threshold value, being the recommended value 0,03, then it needs to be 
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rejected, according to Lowe. DoG has a higher response for edges, since edges can be unstable to small 

amounts of noise and so it is essential to remove them buy detecting them through a similar approach as 

the Harris Corner Detector algorithm but instead of calculating the eigenvalues, SIFT method only calculates 

the ratio between those eigenvalues [23].  

The Harris Corner Detector [98] is a mathematical operator that finds features in an image. In SIFT, the 

Harris Corner detector is implemented with the intention of detecting edges to remove them. It is fast to 

compute and rotation, scale and illumination variation independent. This detector creates a window when 

moved in any direction, translated as: 

 𝐸(𝑢, 𝑣) = ∑𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦)[𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑢, 𝑦 + 𝑣) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)]2

𝑥,𝑦

 4.9 

Where E is the difference between the original and the moved window, u is the window displacement in the 

x direction, 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦) is the window at position (x, y) acting like a mask, ensuring that only the desired window 

is used, I is the intensity of the image at the position (x, y),  𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑢, 𝑦 + 𝑣) is the intensity of the moved 

window, 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) is the intensity of the original window. 

The aim of this algorithm is to find the window that returns a large E value. Therefore, the term 

∑ [𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑢, 𝑦 + 𝑣) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)]2𝑥,𝑦  is maximized and expanded using the Taylor serie, by rewriting the term with 

their respective derivatives:   

 𝐸(𝑢, 𝑣) = ∑[𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑢𝐼𝑥 + 𝑣𝐼𝑦 − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)]2

𝑥,𝑦

 4.10 

Since Taylor series is infinite, all the terms after the third are ignored, giving an approximation. Further, the 

square is expanded into: 

 𝐸(𝑢, 𝑣) = [𝑢 𝑣]𝑀 [
𝑢
𝑣
] 4.11 

where  𝑀 = ∑𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦) [
𝐼𝑥

2 𝐼𝑋𝐼𝑌
𝐼𝑥𝐼𝑦 𝐼𝑦

2 ]. 

The eigenvalues of the matrix determine the suitability of the window. 

 𝑅 = det(𝑀) − 𝑘(𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑀)2 4.12 

 det 𝑀 = 𝛾1𝛾2 4.13 

 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑀 = 𝛾1 + 𝛾2 4.14 

 

If R is greater than a threshold value then it is a corner. However, as it was referred previously, the method 

implemented in SIFT algorithm is similar to Harris Corner detection and doesn’t calculate the eigenvalues 

but its ratio. The principal curvatures can be computed from a 2 × 2 Hessian matrix, H, in which the 
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derivative is estimated from the neighboring sample points differences. In order to eliminate the principal 

curvatures greater than a certain threshold the ratio of principal curvature need to be below that threshold, 

as written in expression 4.18. 

 
𝐻 = [

𝐷𝑥𝑥 𝐷𝑥𝑦

𝐷𝑥𝑦 𝐷𝑦𝑦
] 

4.15 

 𝑇𝑟(𝐻) =  𝐷𝑥𝑥 + 𝐷𝑦𝑦 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 4.16 

 𝐷𝑒𝑡(𝐻) = 𝐷𝑥𝑥𝐷𝑦𝑦 − (𝐷𝑥𝑦)
2

= 𝛼𝛽 4.17 

 

 𝑇𝑟(𝐻)2

𝐷𝑒𝑡(𝐻)
<

(𝑟 + 1)2

𝑟
 

4.18 

With 𝑟 as the ratio between the largest magnitude eigenvalue and the smaller one, so 𝛼 = 𝑟𝛽. And so, both 

extrema images go through a contrast test and an edge test. As a result, the numbers of keypoints are 

reduced but the efficiency and robustness of the algorithm is increased. 

At this stage, the objective is to assign an orientation to each keypoint by gathering the gradient directions 

and magnitude for all of the pixels around each keypoint [23]. Afterward, the most pronounced orientation 

is designated to that keypoint. It is also critical to ensure rotation invariance. The gradient of magnitude and 

orientations are calculated through the following mathematical expressions [23]: 

 𝑚(𝑥, 𝑦) = √(𝐿(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) − 𝐿(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦))2 + (𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) − 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1)2 4.19 

 
𝜃(𝑥, 𝑦) = (tan−1(

(𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) − 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1)

𝐿(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) − 𝐿(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦)
)) 

4.20 

This information is summarized in a histogram. Where the 360° of orientation are broken into 36 bins of 10° 

each. The gradient direction, at a certain pixel, is inserted into their respective degree bin according to its 

value, being the size that is add to each bin proportional to the magnitude of gradient at that pixel. Once all 

the pixels are calculated and assigned to their bin, a peak on the histogram can be detected. This peak 

determines the orientation of the keypoint, according to its bin.  

Further, if any other peak is 80% of the highest peak, then it is converted into a new keypoint. This new 

keypoint has the same location and scale of the original, however its direction corresponds to this new peak, 

and so, one keypoint can be split into multiple keypoints according to the orientation. This will contribute to 

the stability in feature matching. 

Finally, the last step in SIFT method is the creation of a descriptor for each keypoint. A numerical descriptor 

performs as a fingerprint of the pixel, it identifies a keypoint and distinguish it from other interest points [23]. 

A window of 16 × 16 pixels, around the keypoint, is split into sub-blocks of 4 × 4 pixel size. Afterwards, it is 

created a histogram of 8 bin. Each bin corresponds to 45 degrees and the amount added to the bin depends 

on the magnitude of the gradient and the distance from the keypoint, therefore gradients farther away from 
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the interest point contribute less in the amount added to the histogram’s bin. These calculations are 

executed through a Gaussian weighting function that generates a gradient by multiplying it with the 

magnitude of the orientation. In sum, the descriptor is a feature vector of sixteen 4 × 4 regions assembled 

into 128 dimensional vectors, shown in Figure 22. Once there are 128 numbers, it is necessary to normalize 

them. Since the keypoint, typically, doesn’t lie in a pixel but between pixels, in order to generate the 

orientation and magnitude data between the pixels the image needs to be interpolated. 

 

Figure 22: Keypoint Descriptor [23] 

There are some downsides of this process since the feature vector is still rotation and illumination 

dependent. The descriptor uses gradient orientation, therefore if the image is rotated, the gradient 

orientations changes and the same is verified by varying illumination. Thus, rotation independence is 

achieved by subtracting the keypoint rotation from each orientation to end up with a gradient orientation 

relative to the keypoint orientation. Illumination independence can also be obtained by thresholding big 

numbers from the descriptor. Once these modifications are made, the feature vector requires to be 

normalized again. 

4.2.2 Feature matching 

According to Lowe in [23], the features between two images are matched by identifying its nearest neighbor 

in the database of keypoints. The definition of nearest neighbor is the keypoint with the minimum Euclidean 

distance. Some features won’t have any correct match for not being detected in the previous step or due to 

noise, therefore, the most effective measure to match these features is to compare the distance of the 

closest neighbor to the second closest neighbor. The second closest match, sometimes, may be near to the 

first due to noise, therefore the ratio between the closest distance and the second closest distance is 

analyzed. If the ratio is greater than 0,8 these matches are rejected, eliminating 90% of false matches and 

discarding only 5% of correct matches [23]. 

The process to determine the best match between features from different images starts by defining a 

distance function that compares two descriptors and test all the features in an image to be able to find the 
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feature with minimum distances. The concept used in all software for comparison purpose was to apply an 

exhaustive search for the nearest neighbor to find the keypoint with minimum Euclidean distance, such as, 

the brute-force matcher [13]. The brute-force matcher can be described as a process where the interest 

point is matched with all the interest points of another image with a different perspective of the same object. 

The best match between the interest point of one image and all the keypoints from the other image is chosen 

according to the closest and smallest distance between the descriptors of the interest points. The most 

efficient nearest neighbor matching is by analyzing the ratio of distance between the best and the 2nd best 

match. If this ratio is low it indicates that the 1st nearest neighbor is close and the 2nd nearest neighbor is 

far, therefore, the 1st neighbor is a good match and it is kept, however if the ratio is very close to 0.8, implying 

the 2nd nearest neighbor is 80% as good as the 1st nearest neighbor then it is ambiguous and the match 

might be incorrect, leaving it out. This approach is computationally expensive, especially if the input is a 

large number of images, in this case this brute-force method can be replaced by a Cascade hashing method 

or an Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN). The approximate nearest neighbor method preprocesses the 

points into a data structure to assign the nearest points of all the points to a query point q and the distance 

between two points can be define in Euclidean distance. The cascade hashing [36] method uses hashing 

to convert all feature into binary code to conduct a fast speed operation. 

The image matching strategies [92] compared in this study are the following: The exhaustive matching, the 

sequential and the vocabulary tree matching. The exhaustive matching compares each image with all 

images, matching all image pairs exhaustively. The sequential image matching depends on the location 

relationship between cameras in the world coordinates to efficiently match image in sequential order. 

Vocabulary tree matching matches every image according to its visual nearest neighbors, therefore, this 

method indexes the images ranked by similarity of its visual vocabulary. 

RANSAC is an abbreviation for Random Sample Consensus. RANSAC is an iterative method that detects 

outliers and estimates a mathematical model with no outlier influence. This method is used to detect and 

discard outliers of matched features. RANSAC can remove false matches based on the epipolar geometry 

of the image pair. The majority of good samples allow a single model, however bad samples don’t 

consistently agree with a single model, therefore, instead of detecting the bad inconsistent samples, the 

objective is to group samples that look the same and fit a model only to group the inliers. 

This method randomly selects the minimal points to sample in order to provide a concept of inliers. RANSAC 

algorithm adopts the following structure: Random sampling, model building, thresholding and inlier counting. 

For a certain number of iterations, it starts by selecting randomly a subset of data, if the objective is to find 

a line, the data needs to be at least 2 points, if it is an affine transformation, 3 points, if it is an homography, 

it is 4 points. Afterwards the translation and rotation of the transformation needs to be known. The data is 

tested against a model and the inliers determined based on a threshold. If the distance between the data 

and the model is less than the threshold, then the data fits and the points are inliers. On the other hand, if 

the new model is better than the best model, by including more inliers, then the best model is replaced by 
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the new model, on the contrary, the best model is kept if maintains being better than the new model. These 

measures are repeated until the best model is found. 

The number of samples is chosen to have at least one inlier in the data. The following mathematical 

expression corresponds to the selected number of samples: 

 
𝑁 =

log (1 − 𝑝)

log (1 − (1 − 𝑒)𝑠)
 

4.21 

where 𝑁 is the number of samples, 𝑒 is the probability that a point is an outlier, 𝑠 is the number of points in 

a sample and 𝑝 is the desired probability to choose a good sample. The number of points (𝑠) depends on 

the problem that is being solved but in case of homography, the data corresponds to 4 points and the 

fundamental matrix depends on 8 points to be computed. The number of samples is usually chosen such 

that 𝑝 = 0,99 in order to have at least one inlier. 

The expression (1 − 𝑒)𝑠 is the joint probability of the points being inliers of the 𝑠 points, therefore the 

complement (1 − (1 − 𝑒)𝑠)𝑁 corresponds to the outliers points from 𝑁 samples. And so, the probability that 

a point is outlier can be calculated by the following expression: 

 𝑝 = 1 − (1 − (1 − 𝑒)𝑠)𝑁 4.22 

4.2.3 Pose Location Estimation 

This is the last step to build a sparse point cloud and consists in determining the camera parameters of each 

image, including intrinsic parameters and extrinsic parameters based on all of the information gathered until 

this stage. Besides, computing the camera parameters, this step also determines the 3D locations of the 

point by using the feature points matched and the camera parameters through a triangulation algorithm. 

4.2.3.1 Camera motion estimation 

Epipolar geometry [1] is the projective geometry between two views. Assuming a static scene with a 

minimum of 2 views and a set of point correspondences between both views with known intrinsic parameters 

of the camera of both views. Epipolar geometry aims to find the 3D points based on the parameters. It 

determines the extrinsic parameters, algebraically, and the 3D coordinates. Considering a point in 3D world 

as 𝑋, where its projection onto the first view results in a 2D coordinate 𝑥1 and its projection onto the second 

view results in a 3D coordinate 𝑥2. Epipolar geometry can describe the correspondences between the 

matched feature point of the image pair which are: The essential matrix and the fundamental matrix. 

The essential matrix [1] describes the correspondences between the camera coordinates of the matched 

features and contains the extrinsic parameters. In mathematical terms, the essential matrix is the central 
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part of the epipolar constraint without the 2D coordinates (equation 4.25), written as the multiplication of 

translation, 𝑇𝑥, with rotation, 𝑅 : 

 𝐸 = [𝑡]𝑥𝑅                        ∈ 𝐼𝑅3×3 4.23 

With the translation expressed by a 3 × 3 skew symmetric matrix: 

 
[𝑡]𝑥 = [

0 −𝑡3 𝑡2
𝑡3 0 −𝑡1

−𝑡2 𝑡1 0
] 

4.24 

The essential matrix was introduced by Longuet-Higgius and its properties were explained in detail by 

Huang and Fougeras [99], The essential matrix was chronologically introduced before the fundamental 

matrix, however, it is considered a specialization of the fundamental matrix for a normalized image 

coordinates case, referring to a variation of the problem where the camera calibration is known. 

The essential matrix has 5 degrees of freedom. The rotation and translation have both 3 degrees of freedom 

and since the essential matrix is of homogeneous quantity, it has an overall scale ambiguity. Also a 3 × 3 

matrix is an essential matrix if two of its singular values are equal and the third is zero. The relation between 

the image of a point in one camera to its image in the other camera, given the translation and rotation, can 

be written as [1]: 

 𝑥2
𝑇𝐸𝑥1 = 0 4.25 

The fundamental matrix [1] relates a point from the image plane from one camera to another and contains 

the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. The fundamental matrix can be implemented in problems with 

uncalibrated cameras. The fundamental matrix was introduced by Longuet Higgins (1981) as an essential 

matrix, however, in 1992, Hartley and Fougeras identified it as the fundamental matrix.  

The difference between the fundamental matrix and essential matrix lies on the type of coordinates. 

Although both relate corresponding points in two images, the fundamental matrix adapts the points in pixel 

coordinates and the essential matrix is computed based on points that are in “normalized image 

coordinates”. Therefore, to calculate the essential matrix it is mandatory to know or estimate the intrinsic 

parameters. So, the fundamental matrix relates the image coordinates of the 3D point and the essential 

matrix relates 3D coordinate of two images.  

There are various methods to compute the camera parameters. The Five-point [39] algorithm is used to 

calculate the extrinsic parameters while the eight-point algorithm [40] estimates the intrinsic and extrinsic 

parameters. Usually, the Five-point algorithm is computed when the intrinsic parameter is one of the inputs 

on the 3D reconstruction process.  

Normalized 8-point algorithm [40] is a method that solves the fundamental matrix, assuming it can only be 

solved if there are 8 point correspondences to compute the fundamental matrix. The objective is to compute 

the fundamental matrix such that 𝑥𝑖
′𝐹𝑥𝑖 = 0. Begins by normalizing the image since the points need to be 
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normalized to have the same image sizes. The images can be normalized by applying some transformation 

𝑇. The centroid of each point and its range is determined, and the points are normalized between 0 and 1. 

The eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue is calculated. Afterwards �̂� can be constructed 

and normalized in order to apply the SVD method.  

 
𝑇 = [

𝑎𝑥 0 𝑑𝑥

0 𝑎𝑦 𝑑𝑦

0 0 1

] 
4.26 

 

�̂� = [

f1 f2 f3
f4 f5 f6
f7 f8 f9

] 
4.27 

The SVD method is a process of factorizing F in 3 matrices: the diagonal matrix, 𝑈 matrix and 𝑉 matrix. The 

diagonal matrix is formed by diagonal elements that correspond to the singular value of the inverse of 

eigenvalues. In order to force the matrix to have a rank deficiency, it is necessary to make a rank 

enforcement of 𝜎3 = 0 (equation 4.28). This step is fundamental because the Fundamental matrix that was 

obtained previously doesn’t correspond to the real Fundamental matrix since it doesn’t have a rank 

deficiency, and so, it is crucial to artificially make the third element of the diagonal matrix zero and then 

multiply it by 𝑈 and 𝑉′. By de-normalizing the Fundamental matrix and applying the transformation 𝑇, this 

algorithm can be expressed as follows:  

 
�̌� = U [

σ1 0 0
0 σ2 0
0 0 0

] V′             (σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ 0) 
4.28 

 𝐹 = 𝑇′�̌�𝑇 4.29 

Similarly to the 8-point algorithm, the five-point algorithm [39] considers the 5 epipolar constraints of each 

five-point correspondences and stacks the vectors of these 5 image points in a 5 × 9 matrix and the four 

vectors, �̂�, �̂�, �̂�, �̂�, present in the essential matrices can be computed through SVD. 

A Perspective n-point problem consists in analyzing the correspondences between the 3D coordinates of 

an object onto the 2D coordinates of an image, in order to estimate the pose of the camera in relation to the 

set of 𝑛 3D points. PnP problem was also introduced to estimate the position and orientation of the camera 

with respect to a scene or object. The most common methods that solve PnP problems are the P3P method 

and the EPnP method. Both methods are frequently developed in open source software. 

A camera pose has 6 degrees of freedom: the rotation includes the roll, pitch and yaw and the translation 

with the 3 coordinates(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). Consequently, a problem without any features or correspondences(𝑛 = 0) is 

a P0P has 6 degrees of freedom. A P1P corresponds to one feature detection alternative with 4 degrees of 

freedom. A P2P is a problem with 2 degrees of freedom, thus a P3P with 3 identified points has zero degrees 

of freedom. 

The perspective n-point model for a camera can be written based on the intrinsic camera parameters, its 

translation and rotation, following the expression: 
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𝑠 [
𝑢
𝑣
1
] =  [

𝑓𝑥 𝛾 𝑢0

0 𝑓𝑦 𝑣0

0 0 1

] [

𝑟11

𝑟21

𝑟31

𝑟12

𝑟22

𝑟32

𝑟13

𝑟23

𝑟33

𝑡1
𝑡2
𝑡3

] [

𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
1

] 

4.30 

where [𝑥 𝑦 𝑧 1]𝑇 is the homogeneous world point, [𝑢 𝑣 1]𝑇 is the corresponding homogeneous 

image point, [
𝑓𝑥 𝛾 𝑢0

0 𝑓𝑦 𝑣0

0 0 1

] corresponds to intrinsic camera parameters matrix, 𝑓𝑥 and 𝑓𝑦 are the focal length, 

ϒ is the skew factor for the image point, [

𝑟11

𝑟21

𝑟31

𝑟12

𝑟22

𝑟32

𝑟13

𝑟23

𝑟33

] is the 3D rotation and [𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡3]𝑇 is the 3D 

translation matrix of extrinsic parameters. The PnP problem can return multiple solutions and usually require 

a post-processing algorithm, such as RANSAC to obtain a robust solution and avoid outliers. 

P3P problem [37] is the less complex PnP problem and it is considered a special case of a PnP problem. 

P3P problems have 3 points correspondences known (n=3) which makes it able to generate 4 possible 

solutions. Geometrically the problem is represented as it is in Figure 23: 

 

Figure 23: The Perspective-three point problem 

In order to determine where the triangle is located, it is necessary to solve polynomial equations. Generally, 

there are 8 solutions for the system of equations, formed by 4 solutions behind the focal point and 4 in front 

of the focal point. Therefore, only 4 solutions are in front of the camera. In case 𝑛 ≥ 3, there are still some 

redundancies since it returns solutions as the n gets higher and not coplanar. 

There are a substantially amount of literature that estimates the camera pose based on 3 points. This 

method can be classified as iterative or non-iterative and with known or unknown camera parameters. The 

P3P problem returns 4 solutions, however these solutions were estimated based on 3 points that can induce 

inaccurate estimations. Assuming P is the center of the projection of the camera, A, B and C are the 3D 

world points with corresponding image points u, v and w. Being 𝑋 = |𝑃𝐴|, 𝑌 = |𝑃𝐵|, 𝑍 = |𝑃𝐶|, α =< 𝐵𝑃𝐶, 

β =< 𝐴𝑃𝐶, γ =< 𝐴𝑃𝐵, 𝑃 = 2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼, 𝑞 = 2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽,𝑟 = 2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾, 𝑎′ = |𝐴𝐵|, 𝑏′ = |𝐵𝐶|, 𝑐′ = |𝐴𝐶|. Forming triangles: 

PBC; PAC; PAB. The polynomial equation to solve is the following: 
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{
𝑌2 + 𝑍2 − 𝑌𝑍𝑝 − 𝑏′2 = 0

𝑍2 + 𝑋2 − 𝑋𝑍𝑝 − 𝑐′2 = 0

𝑋2 + 𝑌2 − 𝑋𝑌𝑟 − 𝑎′2 = 0

 

4.31 

 

Efficient Perspective n-points is a method developed by Lepetit et al. to also solve PnP problems with 𝑛 ≥ 4  

[100]. This approach expresses the 𝑛 3D points as a weighted of four virtual control points to determine the 

camera pose in an efficient way, assuming the 3D to 2D coordinates correspondences and camera 

parameters are known. The problem can be written as follows: 

 
𝑝𝑖

𝑤 = ∑𝛼𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑗
𝑤

4

𝑗=1

 
4.32 

where 𝑝𝑖
𝑤 = [𝑋𝑊 , 𝑌𝑊 , 𝑍𝑊]𝑇 is a 3D point in world coordinate system, 𝛼𝑖𝑗 is the homogeneous barycentric 

coordinates and 𝑐𝑗
𝑤 = [𝑋𝑊, 𝑌𝑊 , 𝑍𝑊]𝑇 is a 3D control point in world coordinates. The previous equation can 

also be written in terms of camera coordinate system. 

The control points can be chosen by taking the centroid of the selected points and consider it as a control 

point. The rest is chosen in order to be aligned with the principal directions of the data. Theoretically these 

control points could be chosen arbitrarily, however, this approach leads to a more stable method since it 

equates into a linear system of equations. The point coordinates needs to be normalized and the solution is 

the weighted sum of eigenvectors as follows [100]: 

 
𝑤𝑖  [

𝑢𝑖

1
] = 𝐴𝑝𝑖

𝑐 = 𝐴 ∑𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑗
𝑐

4

𝑗=1

 
4.33 

where A is the internal camera calibration matrix, 𝑤𝑖 is the scalar projective parameters and [𝑢𝑖]𝑖 = 1, . . 𝑛 is 

the 2D projections of the reference points. The previous expression can be expanded and rewritten as 

follows: 

 

𝑤𝑖  [
𝑢𝑖

𝑣𝑖

1
] = [

𝑓𝑢 0 𝑢𝑐

0 𝑓𝑣 𝑣𝑐

0 0 1

]∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗 [

𝑥𝑗
𝑐

𝑦𝑗
𝑐

𝑧𝑗
𝑐

]

4

𝑗=1

 

4.34 

where [𝑢𝑖 𝑣𝑖]𝑇 are the 2D projections of 𝑢𝑖, 𝑓𝑢, 𝑓𝑣 are the focal length coefficients, (𝑢𝑐, 𝑣𝑐) is the principal 

point and [𝑥𝑗
𝑐 𝑦𝑗

𝑐 𝑧𝑗
𝑐]𝑇 are the 3D coordinates of each control point. Considering there are 4 central 

points, there is a total of 12 unknown control point coordinates that can be generated by solving this linear 

system: 

 
∑𝛼𝑖𝑗𝑓𝑢𝑥𝑖

𝑐 + 𝛼𝑖𝑗(𝑢𝑐 − 𝑢𝑖)𝑧𝑗
𝑐 = 0

4

𝑖=1

 
4.35 

This linear expression can also be written as 𝑀𝑥 = 0. Where M is a 2𝑛 × 12 matrix with all known coefficients 

and 𝑥 = [𝑐1
𝑐 𝑐2

𝑐 𝑐3
𝑐 𝑐4

𝑐]𝑇 is vector of the 12 unknowns. The solution of this linear system lies on the 

null space, or kernel of M in which 𝑣𝑖 are the N null singular values of M that correspond to the column of 
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the right singular vector of M. However, M is transformed into a small constant matrix 𝑀𝑇𝑀 of 12 × 12 size 

in order to compute the eigenvectors. Although this step is the most computationally complex and the most 

time consuming, it is where EPnP efficiency lies. 

 𝑁 = 1:     𝑥 = 𝛽1𝑣1 4.36 

 𝑁 = 2:      𝑥 = 𝛽1𝑣1 + 𝛽2𝑣2            (… ) 4.37 

This approach assumes that the distance between control points in the camera coordinate system equate 

to the ones computed in the world coordinate system, such as in expression 4.38: 

 ‖𝑐𝑖
𝑐 − 𝑐𝑗

𝑐‖
2

= ‖𝑐𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑐𝑗

𝑤‖
2
 4.38 

These geometric constraints allow to correctly find 𝛽𝑖, assuming expression, for example like for 𝑁 = 1. 

Since the distance ‖𝑐𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑐𝑗

𝑤‖
2
 is known, 𝛽 can be computed as follows:  

 
𝛽 =

∑[𝑖, 𝑗] ∈ [1: 4]‖𝑣[𝑖] − 𝑣[𝑗]‖. ‖𝑐𝑖
𝑤 − 𝑐𝑗

𝑤‖

∑[𝑖, 𝑗] ∈ [1: 4]‖𝑣[𝑖] − 𝑣[𝑗]‖2
 

4.39 

This solution has 0(𝑛) complexity and it can be applied to planar and non-planar control points. The most 

efficient optimization is the Gauss-Newton algorithm to refine the coefficients to compute the rotation and 

translation matrix. This process needs to be inverted by first computing the control points coordinates in the 

camera frame reference and the coordinate of the 3D points in camera frame reference to extract the R 

matrix and T vector. 

There is another well-known PnP method introduced by A.Penõte et al’s, the UPnP [101], which is an 

uncalibrated PnP method. As it was suggested by its name, UPnP is a PnP method that estimates the 

camera pose and focal length without calibration. Similar to EPnP, the unknown parameters of this problem 

are the weights of the linear combination of the eigenvectors from a set of n 3D to 2D point correspondences. 

In contrast to EPnP, UPnP has polynomial of 4 degrees instead of 3 degrees. 

It is assumed a camera with square pixel size and with the principal point (𝑢0, 𝑣0) at the center of the image. 

Furthermore, it is also considered a set of 3D to 2D correspondences of n points 𝑝1
𝑤, … , 𝑝𝑛

𝑤 in world 

coordinate system, w and their 2D projections 𝑢𝑖 , … , 𝑢𝑛 in the image plane. These considerations allow the 

problem to be formulated in order to return the focal length 𝑓 of the camera, the rotation matrix 𝑅 and the 

translation vector 𝑡. This problem is solved by first minimizing an objective function based on the reprojection 

error: 

 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑓,𝑅,𝑡 ∑‖𝑢𝑖 − �̃�𝑖‖

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
4.40 

where �̃�𝑖 is the projection of 𝑝𝑖
𝑤. Identically to EPnP method, the 3D points are the rewritten in terms of the 

barycentric coordinates of the 4 control points. At this stage, the problems is expressed as a linear system 

of 2n equations of 12 unknown parameters. However, in UPnP method, the perspective projection equation 
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differs from the EPnP approach, since the focal length needs to be considered. The resulting linear system 

can also be represented by the following linear system: 𝑀𝑥 = 0. Where M is a 2𝑛 × 12 Matrix computed 

from the principal point, the 2D points 𝑢𝑖 and the coefficients 𝛼𝑖𝑗.𝑥 is a vector formed by the 12 unknowns, 

which contain the control points 3D coordinates with respect to the camera frame and the focal length 

dividing the x term. 

 
𝑥 = [𝑥1

𝑐 , 𝑦1
𝑐 ,

𝑧1
𝑐

𝑓⁄ ,… , 𝑥4
𝑐 , 𝑦4

𝑐 ,
𝑧4

𝑐

𝑓⁄ ]
𝑇

 
4.41 

 

The solution lies on the null space, or Kernel of M. Therefore, the singular value decomposition (SVD) 

method is the approach to solve this problem. 

𝑥 = ∑ 𝛽𝑘𝑣𝑘
𝑁
𝑘=1  (weighted sum of the null eigenvectors 𝑣𝑘 of 𝑀𝑇𝑀 

Where 𝑣𝑘 is the N null eigenvalue of M, in which N is the rank of the kernel of 𝑀𝑇𝑀 and 𝛽𝑘 is the unknown 

weights. Similar to EPnP method, before calculating the eigenvectors M is transformed into a small constant 

matrix 𝑀𝑇𝑀 of size 2 × 12. The value of 𝛽𝑖 is computed by introducing the same distance constraints as to 

the prior method: 

 ‖𝑐𝑗
𝑐 − 𝑐𝑗

𝑐‖
2

= 𝑑𝑖𝑗
2
 4.42 

 

Where 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑐𝑗 are a pair of control points and 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the known Euclidean distance between the control 

points in world coordinate system. This expression can also be written in terms of 𝛽𝑘 coefficients as follows: 

 

𝑐𝑗
𝑐 = [

𝑥𝑗
𝑐

𝑦𝑗
𝑐

𝑧𝑗
𝑐

] = ∑ [

𝛽𝑘𝑣𝑘,𝑥
[𝑗]

𝛽𝑘𝑣𝑘,𝑦
[𝑗]

𝛽𝑘𝑣𝑘,𝑧
[𝑗]

]

𝑁

𝑘=1

 

4.43 

This polynomial system is solved through a closed form of linearization techniques resulting in the 

combination of the equation (1) and the 6 distance constraints of equation (2). In case 𝑁 = 1 (2 variables 

need to be estimated) a standard linearization method can be executed, however for 𝑁 = 2 the number of 

equations remain the same while the unknown variables increase, therefore an exhaustive linearization 

approach can be an effective method to solve the respective problem. In order to exemplify the linearization 

approach, the case of 𝑁 = 1 is applied in the following formulation of the method: 

 

 𝐿𝑏 = 𝑑 4.44 

Where  𝑏 = [𝛽11 𝛽𝑓𝑓11]𝑇 = [𝛽1
2 𝑓2𝛽1

2]𝑇, and 𝐿 is a 6 × 2 matrix formed by the known elements of the first 

eigenvector column 𝑣1, and 𝑑 is a 6 vector of squared distance between the points. The least squared 

method is applied to estimate the magnitudes of 𝛽1 and 𝑓1 by substituting: 
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𝛽1 = √𝛽11                                                                         𝑓 = √
|𝛽𝑓𝑓11|

|𝛽1|
 

4.45 

Once 𝛽 is known, the camera pose can be estimated. The control points coordinates are first computed in 

the camera frame reference and then the 3D points coordinate in camera frame reference are computed to 

extract the rotation matrix R and the translation vector t. 

4.2.3.2 Triangulation 

Once the camera parameters are known it is possible to compute the 3D locations of the matched points by 

utilizing the feature points with respective correspondences and the camera parameters and positions of 

each image. The DLT [1] is an algorithm that formulates a homogeneous linear system and solves a set of 

variables, carrying similarity relations to solve triangulation problems. This method can be applied to solve 

simple linear triangulation problems. However, before applying the DLT algorithm, the input data needs to 

be normalized to ensure that the algorithm is invariant to arbitrary noise in scale and coordinate frame, 

therefore, the image space coordinates are translated to their centroid to be located at the origin and then 

scaled so that the average distance to the origin is √3 and the average point is equal to (1,1,1,1) [102]. 

Afterwards, this problem can be solved by assuming a stereo rig problem in which a set of points are visible 

to more than one camera, each input image has a measurement 𝑥 in the 2D camera coordinates of a world 

point and a second measurement 𝑥′ which corresponds to the same point in a second camera coordinates, 

shown in the expressions 4.46 and 4.47 

 𝑥 = 𝑃𝑋 4.46 

 𝑥 ′ = 𝑃′𝑋 4.47 

where 𝑥 represents the 3D world coordinate, 𝑃 and 𝑃′ are the projection of the 2D camera coordinates into 

3D world coordinates. These equations can be combined in the form of 𝐴𝑋 = 0, as in expression 4.48. 

 

𝑃𝑋 = [

𝑝𝑇𝑋

𝑝2𝑇𝑋

𝑝3𝑇𝑋

] ⇒ 𝐴 =

[
 
 
 
 
𝑥𝑝3𝑇 − 𝑝𝑇𝑋

𝑥𝑝3𝑇 − 𝑝2𝑇

𝑥′𝑝′
3𝑇 − 𝑝′

𝑇𝑋

𝑥′𝑝′
3𝑇 − 𝑝′

2𝑇 ]
 
 
 
 

 

4.48 

The method singular value decomposition or SVD solves 𝐴 in order to have all 3D coordinates of the known 

point from 𝑋. 

4.2.3.3 Model parameters correction 

Before generating the sparse cloud of the scene, most 3D reconstruction pipelines correct the camera 

parameters of each image and the 3D points obtained in the previous step through the Bundle adjustment 

method or its variation. Bundle Block adjustment or Bundle adjustment was originated in the 
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photogrammetry field with the objective of minimizing the reprojection error between the location of the 

image measured points and the predicted image points. This approach focuses in optimizing the camera 

pose, the intrinsic calibration and the location of the 3D point to obtain an optimal 3D reconstruction. This 

optimization problem is solved based on a non-linear least-squares algorithm. 

The image projection is usually corrupted by noise due to the measurement in the data. Therefore, the 

reprojection error is the difference between the image projection and the image measurements: 

 
𝑒 = �̃� − 𝑚 = [

�̃�
�̃�
] − [

𝑥
𝑦] 

4.49 

Outliers can be identified with at least 4 views per point, however, with 5 to 6 observations per point can 

yield a good estimation of the gross errors. 

Bundle adjustment focus in minimizing the error measured in the image coordinate system. Since 𝑚 is 

derived from the homogeneous projection of the point 𝑋 into the image through the camera projection 

system to obtain measurements in terms of the homogeneous coordinates of that point. Their coordinates 

are the back projection of the 3D point divided by 𝑤. In general, this method adjusts the rotation of the 

camera, the camera center and the 3D point locations: 

 
𝑒 = [

�̃�
�̃�
] − [

𝑥
𝑤⁄

𝑦
𝑤⁄

]  ,                            𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 [
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤

] = 𝑃 [
𝑋
1
] = 𝐾𝑅[𝐼3×3 − 𝐶] [

𝑋
1
] 

4.50 

The objective is to minimize the projection error by minimizing the measurements in the image [�̃� �̃�]𝑇, the 

rotation and the camera center with respect to the three-dimensional vector: 

 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ‖[

�̃�
�̃�
] − [

𝑢(𝑅, 𝐶, 𝑋) 𝑤(𝑅, 𝐶, 𝑋)⁄

𝑣(𝑅, 𝐶, 𝑋) 𝑤(𝑅, 𝐶, 𝑋)⁄
]‖

2

 
4.51 

The error function is a non-linear least square problem. The rotation matrix can be represented in different 

forms, but the most common among software is the quaternion representation. 

 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑞,𝐶,𝑋 ‖[

�̃�
�̃�
] − [

𝑢(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋) 𝑤(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋)⁄

𝑣(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋) 𝑤(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋)⁄
]‖

2

= 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒‖𝑏 − 𝑓(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋‖2 
4.52 

Where 𝑞 is the quaternion vector. 

The solution of this nonlinear square problem consists in 2 steps: Primarily, the error function is extracted 

and its derivative function is computed with respect to the variable X and set it to zero, in order to minimize 

this nonlinear least square problem because the gradient is zero at a local maxima. The second step 

revolves in computing the Taylor expansion of the nonlinear function 𝑓(𝑥) to identify the direction and 

distance. The present direction is calculated by computing ∆𝑥. 

 𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
= 2

𝑑𝑓(𝑥)

𝑑𝑥

𝑇

𝑓(𝑥) − 2
𝑑𝑓(𝑥)

𝑑𝑥

𝑇

𝑏 = 0 
4.53 
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𝑓(𝑥 + ∆𝑥) ≈ 𝑓(𝑥) +

𝑑𝑓(𝑥)

𝑑𝑥
∆𝑥, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ∆𝑥 = (𝐽𝑇𝐽)−1𝐽𝑇(𝑏 − 𝑓(𝑥) 

4.54 

 

The number of rows of the Jacobian matrix corresponds to the number of the constraints and the number 

of columns is associated to the number of variables that are searched. The normal equation retrieves an 

iterative solution to find the local minima of the respective nonlinear function. 

 
𝑓(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋) = [

𝑢
𝑤⁄

𝑣
𝑤⁄

] ,            𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 [
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤

] = 𝐾𝑅[𝑋 − 𝐶] =

= [
𝑓 0 𝑝𝑥

0 𝑓 𝑝𝑦

0 0 1

] [

𝑟11 𝑟12 𝑟13

𝑟21 𝑟22 𝑟23

𝑟31 𝑟32 𝑟33

] [𝑋 − 𝐶] 

4.55 

The Jacobian is derived for this system of projection equations to compute ∆𝑥 from the normal equation. 

The 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤 are homogeneous coordinates in the image space, which consists in the rotation matrix elements 

𝑟𝑖𝑗, a known vector 𝑋 and a known camera center 𝐶 in the following form: 

 

{

𝑢 = [𝑓𝑟11 + 𝑝𝑥𝑟31 𝑓𝑟12 + 𝑝𝑥𝑟32 𝑓𝑟13 + 𝑝𝑥𝑟33][𝑋 − 𝐶]

𝑣 = [𝑓𝑟21 + 𝑝𝑦𝑟21 𝑓𝑟22 + 𝑝𝑦𝑟32 𝑓𝑟23 + 𝑝𝑦𝑟33][𝑋 − 𝐶]

𝑤 = [𝑓𝑟31 𝑟32 𝑟33][𝑋 − 𝐶]

 

4.56 

The Jacobian can be divided into 3 columns according to the unknown or known variables. The 3 groups 

are established, first through the quaternion for the rotation matrix which specifies how the cameras are 

oriented formed by 4 dimensional vectors and so 4 columns. Secondly, the camera center in [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧] consists 

in 3 columns of known variables. Thirdly, the known position for the 3D point coordinate 𝑋 results in a 3 

column in the Jacobian. Overall, the Jacobian matrix has a total of 10 columns and 2 rows, since there are 

2 constraints for each point projected to the image. The symbolic representation of the derivative functions 

is the following: 

 
𝐽 = [

𝑑𝑓(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋)

𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑓(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋)

𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑓(𝑅(𝑞), 𝐶, 𝑋)

𝑑𝑋
] 

4.57 

It is also possible to decompose the derivative function in respect to the quaternion by two parts: The 

derivative function with respect to the rotation matrix formed by a 9 × 4 matrix. In the case of multiple views 

of the same dimensional objects, the non linear least square problem is updated into a different Jacob matrix 

where it takes into consideration all views. The following expression is an example of the Jacobian matrix if 

there were 2 views: 

 
𝐽 = [

1𝑠𝑡  𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤 𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑛 02×7 3𝐷 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
02×7 2º 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤 𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑛 3𝐷 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡

] 
4.58 

Where the 1𝑠𝑡 view and 2º view jacobian are the camera orientation and camera center, respectively, with 

respect to the 3D point and because the 1𝑠𝑡 view is affected by the 2º view motion there is a part of the 

Jacobian which corresponds to the 2º view but in the 1𝑠𝑡 view the rows are zero and vice-versa. 
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A very established library is Ceres Solver [103]. Ceres Solver is an open source 𝐶++ library for modeling 

and solving large optimization problems such as a nonlinear least squares problems. This library consists 

in two different parts, the modeling API which formulates an optimization problem and a solver API which 

controls the minimization algorithm. The modeling API formulates the non-linear least squares problem as 

follows: 

 
𝑚𝑖𝑛

1

2
∑𝜌𝑖(‖𝑓𝑖(𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑖𝑘)‖2)                 𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑙𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 𝑢𝑗

𝑖

 
4.59 

where 𝜌𝑖(‖𝑓𝑖(𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑖𝑘)‖2) is a residual block, 𝑓𝑖 is a cost function that depends on the parameter block 

{𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑖𝑘}. The parameter block consists in small groups of scalar together, such as, the components of 

the quaternion and the components of the translation vector that define the pose of the camera. 𝜌𝑖 is a loss 

function which is a scalar function that reduces the influences of outliers on the result of the optimization 

problem. If the non-linear, least square problem is unconstrained then 𝜌𝑖(𝑥) = 𝑥, 𝑙𝑗 = −∞ and 𝑢𝑗 = ∞, 

resulting in the expression 
1

2
∑ 𝜌𝑖(‖𝑓𝑖(𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑖𝑘)‖2) 𝑖 . A cost function is computed to determine the vector of 

residues and Jacobian matrices for each objective function. The cost function is usually formulated as 

follows: 

 
𝐽𝑖 =

𝑑

𝑑𝑥𝑖

𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑘)                               ∀ 𝑖 ∈ {1, … , 𝑘} 
4.60 

where 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑘) is the function that depends on the parameter blocks [𝑥𝑖 , … , 𝑥𝑘]. 

The second part of Ceres solver is the solver of non-linear least square problems. Assuming there is an 

optimization problem such as: 

 
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛

1

2
‖𝐹(𝑥)‖2                                𝑙 ≤ 𝑥 ≤  𝑈 

4.61 

 

where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 and n is the n-dimensional vector of variables, and 𝐹(𝑥) = [𝑓𝑖(𝑥), … , 𝑓𝑚(𝑥)]𝑇 be a m-

dimensional function of 𝑥. 𝑙 and 𝑈 are the lower and upper bound to the parameter 𝑥. 

Since 𝐽(𝑥) is the Jacobian of 𝐹(𝑥), where 𝐽𝑖𝑗(𝑥) = 𝑑𝑗𝑓𝑖(𝑥) and the gradient vector is 𝑔(𝑥) = ∇
1

2
‖𝐹(𝑥)‖2 =

𝐽(𝑥)𝑇𝐹(𝑥). For non-linear least squares, an approximation is the linearization of 𝐹(𝑥 + ∆𝑥) ≈ 𝐹(𝑥) + 𝐽(𝑥)∆𝑥, 

leading to a linear least square problem: 

 
𝑚𝑖𝑛

1

2
‖𝐽(𝑥)∆𝑥 + 𝐹(𝑥)‖2(2) 

4.62 

The approximation needs to be computed for each iteration, in order to determine a correction ∆𝑥 to the 

vector 𝑥. Depending on the size of step ∆𝑥, which controls the convergence of the algorithm, the non-linear 

optimization algorithms can be divided into two categories: The trust region and the line search. The trust 

region approach lies in the objective function approximation through a model function of trust region which 

is a known space. The model function minimizes the objective function of the trust region, if not, it’s 
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contracted and the optimization problem needs to be solved again. The line search approach computes the 

descent direction through the gradient descent method, Newton’s method or the Quasi-Newton method and 

then computes a step size in which is decided the distance it should move. 

Ceres Solver implements multiple algorithms in both approaches. For the trust region it implements 

algorithms such as: The Levenberg-Marquardt method, the Dogleg method and inner iterations. The line 

search can only solve unconstrained problems supporting a backtracking and interpolation Wolfe condition 

live search algorithm. 

The trust method algorithm has the following procedures: First it is given an initial point 𝑥 and a trust region 

radius 𝜇. Then it is solved the linear least square problem such that ‖𝐷(𝑥)∆𝑥‖2 ≤ 𝜇 and 𝐿 ≤ 𝑥 + ∆𝑥 ≤ 𝑢. 

Afterwards, it is calculated a variable that measures the quality of the step ∆𝑥. 

 
𝜌 =

‖𝐹(𝑥 + ∆𝑥)‖2 − ‖𝐹(𝑥)‖2

‖𝐽(𝑥)∆𝑥 + 𝐹(𝑥)‖2 − ‖𝐹(𝑥)‖2
 

4.63 

The variable 𝜌 determine if the linear model accurately predicted the decrease of the non-linear, however, 

if 𝜌 ≥ 𝜂1 then𝜇 = 2𝜇 or 𝜌 ≥ 𝜂2 then 𝜇 = 0,5𝜇. This process repeats itself, restarting by solving the linear 

square problem again and checking 𝜌 value for bigger and smaller radius. 

Nevertheless, the main computational step is to solve the linear square problem, through the expression 

4.63. There are different ways in solving it, in which the most common is the Levenberg-Marquart method. 

The Line search method in Ceres Solver follows the forward procedure: First it is given an initial point 𝑥. 

Afterwards, it is calculated the direction: 

 ∆𝑥 = −𝐻−1(𝑥)𝑔(𝑥) 4.64 

where H(x) is the hessian of the objective function and 𝑔(𝑥) is the gradient at 𝑥. it is calculated the 

expression 4.64 in order to compute 𝑥 = 𝑥 + 𝜇∆𝑥. Where 𝜇 is the trust region radius and D(x) is a matrix 

defining the matrix on F(x) domain. 

Another approach is the Multicore Bundle Adjustment [104]. This method consists in applying CPU and 

GPU parallelism to achieve a faster bundle adjustment method and solve larger problems. This approach 

implements the Lavenberg- Marquardt algorithm without storing any matrices (Hessian, Jacobian or Shur 

complement) in memory and therefore saving space and time. 

A multicore system has some issues such as the mismatch between the processor speed and rate at which 

the data is retrieved from the memory. Also, multiple threads may be written to the same memory location 

in multithreaded systems, thus, to apply an optimal multicore bundle adjustment there are certain 

requisitions: The maximization of the processor occupancy and the optimization of the memory access to 

reduce contention [104].  
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The Jacobian matrices are stored in a Block compressed sparse row for both CPU and GPU, when needed. 

Focusing in CPU parallelization, it is crucial to notice that Multicore CPUs can run 10s of threads, 

simultaneously [104]. In terms of CPU, the computational tasks are divided into several threads that are 

applicable for the number of CPU cores available to efficiently use all of the computation power and therefore 

maximize the processor occupancy. In order to optimize the memory access, the fundamental indexing 

structures are stored to allow the threads to run independently [104]. Also, shuffled copies of data are stored 

in order to the most frequently used function can have memory access patterns. 

GPUs have a much smaller access to RAM as compared to CPUs, therefore the application of the implicit-

hessian, the implicit Schur and the matrix-free version with Jacobian in order to get rid of the storage of the 

augmented Hessian, the schur complement matrices and the Jacobian and thus optimize memory access 

pattern. 

Once the model parameters are corrected, the sparse point cloud can be built, and the 3D reconstruction 

process can proceed to a Dense reconstruction process. 

4.3 Dense Point Cloud Reconstruction 

Dense point cloud is the representation of depth maps. Depth maps are images represented in gray pixels 

of intensity between 0 to 255 value, in which, 0 corresponds to the black pixels and the farthest away from 

the source that took the images and 255 corresponds to the white pixels that are near the sensor. The 

Dense Cloud reconstruction is implemented though Multi-view stereo approaches such as CMVS/PMVS 

and SGM. CMVS/PMVS can be divided into two steps: The Clustering Views for Multi-View Stereo (CMVS) 

and the Patch-based Multi-View Stereo (PMVS). The CMVS is adopted when the 3D points and the camera 

pose are known to group similar image with the intention of optimizing the MVS process, afterwards the 

PMVS can be computed to generate the 3D model (Figure 24).  
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Figure 24: Flowchart of CMVS and PMVS [54] 

CMVS method [105] aims to decompose the set of input images into clusters that have small overlap. Once 

the images have been processed by SFM algorithms for the camera poses and the 3D points to be known, 

CMVS algorithm finds overlapping image clusters with manageable size in order for each point to be 

reconstructed by at least one of the clusters, as it is shown in Figure 25. CMVS is suitable for large input 

data. 

 

Figure 25: Clustering algorithm [105]. 

The CMVS algorithm [105] is divided into four main steps, in which the first two stages are pre-processing 

and the last two are iterative loops. The first step is a SFM filter that aggregates visible data over a local 

neighborhood and merges the point in that neighborhood. The position of the merged points is the average 

of its neighbors. The point and its neighbor are removed from the input set. This process is repeated until 

the input set is empty to reduce the number of points and improve the running time. The second pre-

processing step is the image selection in which is performed a removal test for all images in increasing order 

of image resolution in order to remove low resolution images first. This removal test works according a 

coverage constraint to discard image and speed up the following steps. The third step is the cluster division 
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that divides an image cluster into smaller components by enforcing a size constraint to split the cluster. 

These steps are repeated until the size constraint is satisfied for all clusters. The final step is the image 

addition in which images are added to the process and this action is evaluated according its effectiveness 

of increasing coverage. 

The PMVS method [56] can be decomposed in three steps: matching, expansion and filtering. The matching 

step builds sparse patches from the detected features, through the Difference of Gaussian and Harris 

operators. The expansion step ensures that the patches are dense enough for reconstruction by 

reconstructing at least one patch in every image cell by taking the existing patches and generating new 

ones, and so the patches are expanded. The filtering step is used to remove errors from the patches. There 

are three filters: A filter that considers a patch outlier if 2 patches are not neighbors and are stored in the 

same cell. The second filter tests if a patch is visible to a depth map to filters out the outlier if the number is 

less than a certain threshold. The third filter considers an outlier patches whose proportion is lower than 

0.25. 

SGM or Semi-global matching is a stereo method that supports pixelwise stereo matching based on a global 

cost function that expresses a smoothness constraint [57]. This process computes the similarity between 

each pixel in stereo image and each pixel of another stereo image to get the disparity maps. SGM performs 

a line optimization in different direction, the bigger the number of directions corresponds to a better quality, 

on the other hand, the less number the faster is the process but less quality, while it is recommended 16 

paths for a good coverage, the minimum is 8. The objective of SGM is to minimize the approximation of the 

global cost function shown in [57]. 

4.4 Surface Reconstruction 

Surface reconstruction states a problem of conversion, initiating with a dense point cloud set as an input to 

a surface. This process recovers the topology and geometry of the object or scene that is being 

reconstructed. An important property to consider is to have a watertight surface reconstruction with an 

adjustment between fitted data and smoothness of the surface to avoid noise or outliers. This property 

creates assumptions to choose the best candidate shape for the reconstruction problem. There are two 

main methods applied to reconstruct the surface of the Limestone block: The Poisson Surface 

Reconstruction and the Delaunay Triangulation. 

The Poisson Surface reconstruction [74] is a method that transforms oriented points into a spatial Poisson 

problem. In order to obtain the reconstructed surface, it is computed a 3D indicator function 𝑋 which 

attributes 1 to the points inside the model and 0 to the points outside to obtain an isosurface, shown in 

Figure 26. The surface can be detected based on the gradient of the indicator function since this implicit 

function is constant everywhere excepting at points near the surface. The standard Poisson reconstruction 
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computes the scalar function 𝑋 whose gradient diverges to a vector field �⃗� , determined by the samples. 

Thus, the indicator function needs to be computed from the samples: ∆𝑋 = ∇. ∇𝑥= ∇. �⃗�  

 

Figure 26:Illustration of Poisson Reconstruction in 2D [74] 

The gradient field is defined through the convolution between the indicator function 𝑋 with the smoothing 

filter to compute the smoothed function. This approach is essential to avoid computing unbounded values 

at the surface boundary in a vector field. Knowing that a vector field can be obtained by smoothing the 

surface normal field. Afterwards the gradient field is estimated from the approximation of the surface integral 

with a discrete summation [74]: 

 
∇(𝑋𝑀 ∗ 𝐹)(𝑞) =  ∑ ∫�̃�𝑝(𝑞)𝑁𝑑𝑀(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 ≈ ∑|𝑃𝑠|�̃�𝑠.𝑝(𝑞)

𝑠∈𝑆

𝑠. �⃗⃗� ≡ �⃗� (𝑞)

𝑠∈𝑆

 
4.65 

Where 𝑀 is a solid Model with boundary 𝑑𝑀, 𝑋𝑀 is the indicator function of 𝑀, 𝑁𝑑𝑀(𝑝) denotes the inward 

surface normal to 𝑝 ∈ 𝑑𝑀. �̃�𝑝(𝑞) is the smoothing filter for which 𝐹𝑝(𝑞) = 𝐹 (𝑞 − 𝑝) is the translation to the 

point 𝑝. 𝑆 is the set of point to divide 𝑑𝑀 into various patches 𝑃𝑆. 

The smoothing filter 𝐹 needs to satisfy two conditions: A narrow filter to not oversmoothed the data and a 

wide enough in order to approximate well the patches 𝑃𝑠. Therefore, it is applied a Gaussian filter. 

Furthermore, once the vector field 𝑉 is known, the Poisson equation is solved to find the best least-square 

approximate solution. The goal is to solve the scalar function which can be obtained by solving the Poisson 

equation: 

 ∇𝑋 = ∆. �⃗�  4.66 

To sum up, the watertight mesh can be achieved by transforming the point samples into a vector field in 3D, 

in order to reach to a scalar function whose gradient fits the vector field and to extract the isosurface. 

Screened Poisson surface reconstruction [75] is a technique similar to the Poisson surface reconstruction 

but this approach uses a sparse set of points to be incorporated as interpolation constraint, generalizing it 

to a screened Poisson equation. Screened Poisson surface reconstruction forces the reconstructed 

isosurface to pass through the input points. Poisson surface reconstruction technique is known for its 

tendency to over-smooth the data compared to the Screened Poisson surface reconstruction that preserves 

better the details of the scene [75]. 
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Delaunay triangulation [63] is the Dual data structure of the Voronoi Diagram. The Delaunay triangulation 

subdivides the sample convex Hull, forming simplices on all faces. In contrast, the Voronoi diagrams 

associate each sample point to a subdivision of space, called convex cell. Delaunay triangulation is a 

triangulation of a convex hull, a set of points P, maximizing the minimum angle of all the angles from the 

triangles created by the triangulation whose points cannot be inside of the circumcircle of any triangle. 

Hence, if there are two Voronoi cells such that share a Voronoi edge, a nonempty intersection, then the 

points are connected. The Voronoi vertices are the center of the circumcircles created once there are 2 

triangles in which the main property is that the circumcircles don’t contain any of the rest of the vertices of 

the triangulation and therefore, they are empty. Both representations can be seen in Figure 27. 

The Delaunay triangles can be reconstructed if the sample is dense enough. The definition of a dense 

enough sample can vary with 3 characteristics: The Medial axis, the local feature size and the epsilon-

sampling. A Voronoi diagram is the set of points with the nearest neighbors in P, forming edges if the set is 

built from two nearest neighbors and vertices with three or more nearest neighbors. 

 

Figure 27: The Voronoi Diagram and the Delaunay triangulation [66] 

In sum, the Delaunay triangulation is a set of triangles made from a discrete set of vertices so that no vertex 

lies inside the circumcircle of any triangle. Delaunay triangulation can be computed through the Bowyer-

Watson algorithm which first creates a super-triangle that includes all points, and then a point is selected. If 

this point is inside a circumcircle formed by a triangle then it can’t be a Delaunay triangle and the edges of 

the former triangle are connected to the point to make a new set of triangles. This process is repeated for 

all points. In the end the vertices of the super triangles are deleted, and a triangular mesh is created to form 

the surface of the object or scene. 

4.5 Textured Reconstruction 

Textured reconstruction [95], as the last step of 3D reconstruction, offers color information mapped onto the 

geometry. This step generates texture parametrization to input in the 3D surface model, as illustrated in 

Figure 28. The color information is obtained from the calibrated cameras to generate a new texture mapping 

through detailed color encoding “per-vertex”. The texture mapping consists in a parametrization that 

associates a pixel in a 2D image to each point on the 3D surface and the color is stored in an image as 
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texture map. This is a standard solution for texturing surfaces that requires the 3D geometry to have a 

correspondence between a point on the 3D mesh and a point on the 2D image. 

 

Figure 28: Example of color mapping [95]. 
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5 Results and Discussion 

For each output stage of the reconstruction the best preprocessed set of images is introduced on each 

software to further analyze the models. The results are divided in 4 stages already mentioned in problem 

formulation: The first stage compares different software, the second stage determines the best algorithm 

combination within the previously concluded best software, the third stage achieves a 3D model with known 

intrinsic parameters for comparison as well as the fourth stage that accomplish a 3D model with known 

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters This chapter presents the results for comparison and further discussions. 

5.1 Stage 1 

This first stage compares the different types of software to conclude the most suitable pipeline in order to 

reconstruct 3D models of limestones. For all open source software, it was used similar procedures with the 

objective of comparing each pipeline The four output stages considered were: Sparse point Reconstruction, 

Dense point Reconstruction, Surface Reconstruction and Textured Reconstruction. 

5.1.1 Sparse point Cloud 

This step is the most complex phase of 3D reconstruction and corresponds to the Structure from Motion 

phase. The sparse point cloud is the output of the Structure from motion process by representing the 3D 

position of the tie points. This point cloud can be generated by VisualSFM, COLMAP, Meshroom and Agisoft 

Metashape. Any of these pipelines receives the preprocessed images, respectively, the original images in 

which the gamma was corrected by 0.4 and a histogram equalization was implemented, as input to generate 

a sparse cloud.  

Based on the sparse point cloud generated from VisualSFM, it was concluded that this software wasn’t 

viable to generate a 3D model of the quarry stones scene due to miscalculation of the camera poses. As it 

is shown in Figure 49, the sparse cloud has no sparse points on the left side of the quarry stone line, 

although, there were features detected in all 68 images and all features were matched between their 

correspondent image features, the pipeline estimated only 34 camera poses on the right side of the scene, 

instead of 34 cameras on the left and 34 on the right side. Since the estimation and refinement of the camera 

poses, through PnP and Multicore bundle adjustment with a robust estimation based on RANSAC, produced 

incorrect extrinsic parameters of the camera, the triangulation was also incorrect, returning only sparse 

points on the right part of the scene and unreliably positioned. Nevertheless, this pipeline was able to detect 

a similar amount of features for each images, according to Figure 45. 
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Contrarily to VisualSFM, COLMAP is able to generate a sparse point cloud with similar geometry to the 

actual scene, as it is displayed in Figure 29. COLMAP detected features in all images with a count ranging 

between 8,268 and 13,675 features per images. It was observed that the number of features detected in 

the images taken from the right camera had almost no variation, recording more than 12,000 features per 

image. And, the images taken from the camera on the left showed a big variation of detected features, with 

almost half the number of features calculated in certain images, according to Figure 46.  

 

 

The main factors that differentiate the images, from right and left side in Figure 50 and Figure 51, are the 

lighting conditions and the background. Although the images were preprocessed to have similar brightness, 

the left side of the quarry stone line is illuminated by direct sunlight producing different quality of images. 

The background of the images from the right side have more texture, contrast and three-dimensional 

characteristics than the images taken from the left side, contributing to the difference of the number of 

features computed. Nevertheless, the amount of features per image and the camera poses estimated 

proved to be accurate enough to build a sparse cloud of tie points with similar structure to the real scene, 

as it is seen in Figure 29, Figure 50 and Figure 51. COLMAP’s sparse point cloud doesn’t filter the 

background features detected for each image, therefore, this pipeline computes tie points for all structures 

in the scene, not only the foreground as it is seen in the sparse cloud generated. 

It was confirmed that Meshroom is capable of generating a 3D cloud with geometry similar to the real scene, 

shown in Figure 30. This pipeline computes similar number of features for all images, approximately, 6000 

key points, displayed in Figure 47. In comparison to COLMAP, Meshroom is able to build enough tie points 

of the quarry stone line foreground from the preprocessed images without having so many tie points in the 

background. This proves it is unessential to detect more than 6000 features per image, if the features 

correspond to the main object of the forefront. Similarly to COLMAP, Meshroom estimated 68 cameras with 

positions identical to the actual setting. 

Figure 29: Sparse point cloud from COLMAP (left: front view, right: top view) 
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Agisoft Metashape Professional created a sparse cloud with a similar shape to the COLMAP and Meshroom 

cloud. In contrast to the other pipelines, this software isn’t able to generate a sparse point cloud based on 

the original images through a standard process. The only procedure to build a 3D model from the original 

images is by separating the 68 images in two chunks (the 34 images from the right cameras and the 34 

images from the left camera) in order to adjust the brightness and contrast to further apply the alignment 

and finally be merged. However, the preprocessed images achieve a tie point cloud seen in Figure 31 

without adjusting brightness and contrast on the software. The alignment of the preprocessed image was 

executed without limiting the number of detected features and tie points, but also the quality was set on high 

to prevent the process of downscaling the images. The number of features detected can vary between 

72,987 and 102,333 without a distinct disparity between the images from the right and left side of the 

limestone line, shown in Figure 48. The amount of tie points is visibly higher compared to the open source 

pipelines and the estimated number of cameras is 68 with similar positions to the real scene. 

 

 

Figure 30: Sparse point cloud from Meshroom (left: front view, right: top view) 

Figure 31: Sparse point cloud from Agisoft Metashape (left: front view, right: top view) 
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Regarding the duration of the sparse point cloud generation, VisualSFM achieved the fastest feature 

detection of the 4 pipelines analyzed, however, VisualSFM is an ineffective software at producing a tie point 

cloud due to the misestimation of the camera poses, shown in Figure 49, and therefore nonviable to continue 

the analysis. Based on Figure 32 and Table 6, the feature detection step took similar time through COLMAP 

and Agisoft Metashape implementation, however Meshroom performed 12.5 times slower than the other 

pipelines. Although feature matching was implemented through an exhaustive brute force algorithm in the 

open-source pipelines, COLMAP was 1.87 times slower than Meshroom. Meshroom achieved the fastest 

feature matching step since it was also 58% faster than Agisoft. The sparse point cloud reconstruction time 

corresponds to the time of the alignment process, the time aggregation of the feature detection, matching 

and camera pose estimation. Overall, Meshroom was the fastest software by taking 46.6% less time than 

COLMAP and 58.8% less than Agisoft. COLMAP accomplished a 22.8% faster performance compared to 

Agisoft Metashape. 

 

Figure 32: Sparse point cloud elapse time 

Although, VisualSFM proved to be nonviable, this pipeline was able to detect more features than Meshroom 

since the miscalculation only occur on the last step of SFM. According to Figure 33, COLMAP detected 1.93 

times more features than Meshroom but only 14% features compared to Agisoft Metashape. Similarly to the 

number of features detected, Agisoft Metashape produced a cloud with distinctly more points than the other 

pipelines, creating a sparse point cloud with 5.5 times more tie points than COLMAP and 8.5 times more 

than Meshroom. 

 

Figure 33: Number of features and sparse points 
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5.1.2 Dense Point Cloud 

The dense point cloud’s input corresponds to the output of the sparse point cloud reconstruction, 

consequently, the dense cloud reconstruction performance depends on the results of the previous step. 

According to Figure 34, COLMAP produced a very detailed dense cloud with a structure resembling the 

actual limestone line. This phase displays an upgraded cloud compared to the sparse point cloud, it is 

already possible to visualize the incapability of reconstructing the backside of the limestones due to lack of 

information. Furthermore, the frontside of the second stone in the line shows the absence of dense points, 

probably, due the direct light on the left side of the block. The main downside of the dense point cloud in 

COLMAP is the amount of irrelevant dense points present on the background of the scene, shown in Figure 

52. 

 

 

 

Meshroom graphical user interface doesn’t display the dense point cloud due to dense cloud process 

considerations. The depth maps are computed in this phase however the fusion of the depth maps is only 

applied in the mesh generation process. 

Agisoft Metashape achieves an even more complete dense reconstruction compared to COLMAP, based 

on Figure 35 and Figure 53. It is also evident the need for more information in order to build the posterior of 

the limestones and the front of the second stone. Another apparent detail is the focus of dense points only 

on the relevant forefront of the limestone line, eliminating all the information from the background. 

 

Figure 34: Dense point cloud from COLMAP 
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Since Meshroom software does not display details of the dense point cloud generation, it was not possible 

to know the total time of this step and the number of dense points. Therefore, Meshroom performance can 

only be compared in the other stages of reconstruction. COLMAP was 3.5 times slower and calculated 60% 

less points than Agisoft Metashape, as it is shown in Table 8 and Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36: Dense point cloud reconstruction comparison 

5.1.3 Surface Model 

COLMAP’s software can compute surface reconstructions but its graphical user interface is unable to show 

surface models. There are two methods that can be executed in COLMAP: Screened Poisson surface 

reconstruction and Delaunay triangulation-based surface reconstruction. The surface model generated 

based on the Poisson reconstruction, shown in Figure 55, displayed an undesirable model with acceptable 

structure but a substantially amount of noise. 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Dense point Cloud from Agisoft Metashape 
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On the other hand, Surface reconstruction based on Delaunay triangulation retrieved a model more accurate 

and less noisy than the Poisson surface reconstruction. but still unusable due to the imprecision of the 

structure compared to the real limestones, as it is shown in Figure 57. For instance, the fissure in the middle 

of the first limestone doesn’t conform to the real scene. Based on Figure 54, a Delaunay triangulation based 

surface reconstruction can estimate a model resembling the ground truth on the foreground but still 

produces false faces and noise on the background. 

MeshLab can create surfaces based on dense point cloud through the process of Screened Poisson surface 

reconstruction. MeshLab’s input was the dense point cloud produced by COLMAP. Based on Figure 56, the 

extent of noise present in the dense point cloud from COLMAP was too large to generate a suitable model, 

creating an unusable 3D mesh that is even less akin to the ground truth than the model built by COLMAP 

with identical method. 

Meshroom was able to produce an acceptable 3D mesh of the scene since most of the noise was filtered 

by the software, achieving a 3D model of the limestone identical to the ground truth. Contrarily to the other 

open source software, the holes in the back of the stones weren’t closed, therefore, the formation of a 

structure on the back that is a misrepresentation of the real limestones was prevented but the opening on 

the front of both limestones in line was its consequence, observed in Figure 37. 

 

 

 

Agisoft Metashape generated a 3D surface identical to the 3D mesh created by Meshroom, regarding the 

nonexistence of background noise and the stone’s geometry. From Figure 38, it is apparent that Agisoft’s 

model has less clutter compared to Meshroom and the openings on the limestones are closed. As expected, 

this built a distortion on the back of each limestone, but the front openings were closed. 

Figure 37:Delaunay triangulation based surface reconstruction from Meshroom (left: perspective from the right 
side; right: top view of the limestone line) 
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Figure 39: Surface reconstruction comparison 

Despite the short amount of elapsed time of a Poisson reconstruction, it is evident that both COLMAP and 

MeshLab couldn’t produce an applicable 3D mesh for Quarry industry use, based on the number of faces 

produced by this method and the images of the 3D surfaces. The Delaunay triangulation-based surface 

reconstruction implemented by Meshroom and COLMAP had similar number of faces and duration time. 

However, contrarily to Meshroom, most of the faces generated by COLMAP are clutter from the background 

and, even though, it created a better model compared to the Poisson reconstruction from COLMAP and 

MeshLab, it still has severely less detailed compared to Meshroom and Agisoft Metashape. Agisoft 

Metashape achieved a 3D surface of the quarry stone line 70% faster and a surface with 1.3 times more 

faces than Meshroom. Therefore, the open source Meshroom accomplished almost the same amount of 

Figure 38:Surface reconstruction from Agisoft Metashape (left: perspective from the right side; right: top view of the 
limestone line) 
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detail compared to the commercial pipeline, Agisoft Metashape, since there are no faces to close the 

openings on the surfaces, displayed in Figure 39. 

5.1.4 Textured Model 

The texture model reconstruction is the last phase of a 3D reconstruction, although the 3D mesh of the 

limestone can be sufficient to identify the proper regions of cutting stone, textured model adds information 

for an exact decision. COLMAP doesn’t create a texture file for the mesh, only uses the vertex color to apply 

texture, therefore it isn’t compared to the other pipelines.  

From Figure 40, Figure 41 and Figure 58, it can be observed that Meshroom and Agisoft Metashape 

improved the 3D surface reconstructed previously, through texture implementation. While it was applied 

texture on the clutter in Meshroom and the opening stayed the same, Agisoft Metashape developed a model 

that textures most of the closing structure from the backside and frontside of the stones  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40: Texture reconstruction from Meshroom (left: perspective from the right side; right: top view of the limestone 
line) 

Figure 41: Texture reconstruction from Agisoft Metashape (left: perspective from the left side; right: perspective from 

the right side) 
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These pipelines required distinct amounts of time to achieve results. Meshroom was able to perform a 

texture reconstruction more than 2 times faster than Agisoft, according to Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42: Textured reconstruction elapsed time 

Overall, Meshroom took 59.71 minutes while Agisoft Metashape took 84.727 minutes achieving similar final 

3D models. Agisoft produces a mesh with 30% more mesh faces than Meshroom, possibly, due to the 

existence of faces to cover the posterior of each stone in Agisoft. Ultimately Meshroom had the best 

performance by achieving 30% faster textured reconstruction in similar detail compared to Agisoft 

Metashape. 

5.2 Stage 2 

Meshroom has different algorithms to perform sparse cloud reconstruction. For dense, surface and textured 

reconstruction, this pipeline only has one method, therefore, the analysis to improve the current Meshroom 

reconstruction is focused in the SFM stage. Meshroom has different algorithms to perform feature detection, 

however, SIFT is the only one applied since it creates robust and accurate feature descriptors essential to 

produce a good reconstruction, but also, for the elapsed time being already negligible. Image matching and 

feature matching can be evaluated between various algorithm combinations, but camera pose estimation 

and correction can only be accomplish by the same established methods. Therefore, the image and feature 

matching algorithms are compared. 

There were three image matching and three feature matching methods combined: The exhaustive, 

vocabulary tree and sequential methods for images matching and the brute force, ANN and Cascade 

Hashing for feature matching. Based on Table 13, Table 14 and Table 15, any combination built a sparse 

cloud with similar durations and number of sparse points, however, the method cascade hashing produced 

worse results in terms of number of tie points combined with any image matching process. Comparing 

exhaustive with brute force and exhaustive with ANN, both obtained, approximately, 37,000 tie points but 

Brute force in an exhaustive matching took less 0.772 minutes than ANN, displayed in Table 13. Vocabulary 

tree with brute force achieved a sparse cloud with slightly more points but slower than  with ANN and 
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Sequential with ANN method had scarcely less tie points but a faster process than brute force matching, 

present in Table 14, Table 15, respectively. Subsequently, the number of tie points is the most valuable 

aspect to build a 3D model in relation to such small differences in time, therefore the best matching solution 

was feature matching through brute force and exhaustive image matching technique. 

5.3 Stage 3 

A correctly scaled 3D model can be built if the intrinsic parameters are precise and known. In order to 

generate a scaled model, the same set of preprocessed images were provided as input to Meshroom 

software, as well as three different types of intrinsic for comparison analysis: The intrinsic parameters 

without distortion coefficients and the intrinsic parameters with distortion coefficients by [12] and the intrinsic 

parameters generated by Meshroom in the previously concluded best sequence of matching algorithms. 

Meshroom doesn’t have the feature to connect the stage of camera calibration of the pipeline in the UI and 

so, the camera models and parameters need to be manually copied to the GUI settings. The number of tie 

points, the time to build a sparse cloud and the overall geometry of the model were the analyzed 

components. 

 

Figure 43: Intrinsic parameters input in Meshroom 

Table 11 and Figure 43 show that the best apparent sparse point cloud was generated by the intrinsic 

parameters produced by Meshroom resulting in a greater number of tie points in a shorter amount of time. 

As shown in the Figure 60 and Figure 59, the model built from the intrinsic with distortion parameters is a 

disorganized cloud of sparse points while the model based on the intrinsic without distortion parameters 

produced a cloud with tie points captured from the right camera unaligned with the tie points originated by 

the images from the left. Subsequently, the intrinsic calculated by [12] proved to be unviable and the only 

possible application is the intrinsic by Meshroom, based on the distribution of the tie point in Figure 61. By 

giving the intrinsic previously calculated, the number of tie points increased an insignificant amount, 

however, the elapsed time to generate a sparse point cloud was 10% faster. 
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5.4 Stage 4 

The final study to improve the 3D model generation quality and speed is to input the intrinsic and the extrinsic 

parameters along with the images in the software. From the previous analysis it was determined that only 

the intrinsic parameters computed by Meshroom are viable and therefore it is the only intrinsic used on this 

last analysis. The extrinsic parameters obtained by [12] were compared to the parameters computed by 

Meshroom in the same condition of the intrinsic comparison analysis. The number of tie points, the time to 

build a sparse cloud and the overall geometry of the model were the analyzed components. 

 

Figure 44: Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters input in Meshroom 

As evidenced in Table 12 and Figure 44 the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters computed by Meshroom 

generated more tie points and was slightly faster than the parameters obtained by [12]. As shown in Figure 

62 and Figure 63, The intrinsic parameters calculated by Meshroom with the extrinsic parameters obtained 

by [12] produced a sparse cloud with unaligned points from the left and right cameras introducing an 

unapplicable option. While the 3D model obtained by the parameters computed in Meshroom has a 

geometry similar to the real object. Although, by giving the intrinsic and extrinsic parameter previously 

computed by Meshroom the number of tie point decreased 22%, the elapsed time was 33% faster and the 

models still looks similar to the ground truth. 
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6 Conclusion and Future Work 

This dissertation presented two possible pipelines to effectively reconstruct a 3D model of a quarry 

limestones: Meshroom and Agisoft Metashape. Agisoft Metashape produced the best results in terms of 

detail of the model and Meshroom achieved similar results but in a faster process. In order to accomplish 

these results, it was first conducted a research on the different 3D reconstruction pipelines in the market. 

There are a lot of Structure from Motion pipelines, however, a lot of these software are already outdated 

and the main researches on 3D model generation pipelines, reviewed on the background, concluded that 

COLMAP obtains the best results, followed by VisualSFM. Although, COLMAP is able to compute surface 

reconstruction, it is incapable of showing the model, and so MeshLab is used to not only open the surface 

model but also to build a 3D model based on its dense cloud. Meshroom is another renowned software that 

stands out for being the open source software based on the commercial pipeline AliceVision framework, 

also, for its update in 2019. Based on the background search, Agisoft Metashape is one of the most well-

known commercial software to generate close range 3D models. Therefore, these five software, VisualSFM, 

COLMAP, MeshLab, Meshroom and Agisoft Metashape, were chosen to be compared and to conclude the 

best pipeline implementation of quarry stone images in an uncontrolled environment. Most of the algorithms 

implemented on the open-source pipelines are known, therefore it was chosen a standard sequence of 

methods for all software to achieve a 3D model for proper comparison. SIFT was the feature detection 

approach for all pipelines, even Agisoft applies a variation of SIFT. The features were matched through 

brute force in an exhaustive approach for all open source pipelines. The method PnP followed by bundle 

adjustment were executed to estimate and correct the camera poses, respectively. All open-source pipelines 

adopt RANSAC for outlier removal. VisualSFM and COLMAP use CMVS/PMVS to produce a Dense point 

cloud. On the other hand, Meshroom applies SGM. VisualSFM doesn’t generate surface models, yet, 

COLMAP produces 3D meshes through one of two different methods: Screened Poisson surface 

reconstruction and Delaunay triangulation based surface reconstruction. MeshLab also implements 

Screened Poisson surface reconstruction and Meshroom achieves a surface model through the Delaunay 

triangulation based surface reconstruction. 

Agisoft is the only commercial software to be compared and assumed to be one of the most capable. 

Regardless, it was still unfit to build a 3D model based on the images captured in the uncontrolled 

environment of a quarry. The images had to, previously, be adjusted in terms of brightness and contrast. 

Therefore, it was analyzed a set of preprocessing methods to first output the best preprocessed images in 

terms of brightness and contrast enhancement. The preprocessing methods implemented in Python were 

an averaging of brightness and contrast, histogram equalization, CLAHE, Gamma correction and the 

combination of gamma correction with histogram equalization and gamma correction with CLAHE. 

Considering COLMAP as one of the best open source pipelines, it was executed the same, previously 

described, algorithms during the SFM process, in order to analyze each pre-processing method. Once the 

images were computed, COLMAP was used to analyze each set of preprocessed images. The Gamma 
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correction method was the fastest method but retrieved a sparse cloud with less points, therefore with less 

detail, and CLAHE was the slowest method but still produced a point cloud with less points than other 

methods, consequently, both methods were excluded from being viable approaches in producing the best 

preprocessed images. Evidently, an averaging of brightness and contrast method was another ineffective 

method, with similar results to the original images. The best 3 preprocessing methods were the histogram 

equalization, the gamma correction with histogram equalization and gamma correction with CLAHE. 

Histogram equalization was the second slowest approach and the second most efficient in terms of number 

of detected points and sparse points built. Gamma correction with histogram equalization approach was 

22.3% faster and only returned 0.9% less sparse points than the histogram equalization method. Therefore, 

histogram equalization was the worse between these three approaches. Finally, gamma correction with 

histogram equalization method obtained, only, 1.3% less sparse points compared to gamma correction with 

CLAHE method, however, 8.8% less time to generate a sparse cloud. Accordingly, the best preprocessed 

images and the input of the different 3D reconstruction software were the images obtained by the gamma 

correction with histogram equalization approach. 

The evaluated parameters in the sparse point cloud generation were the elapse time, the number of features 

detected and the number of sparse points built. For the sparse point cloud analysis, VisualSFM obtained a 

cloud with tie points only of the right side of the line quarry stone due to the miscalculation and correction 

of the camera poses. Therefore, VisualSFM was an unviable pipeline for the 3D reconstruction of a 

limestone, proving the importance of the method bundle adjustment. COLMAP, Meshroom and Agisoft 

Metashape achieved good results. Meshroom was the fastest software by taking 46.6% less time than 

COLMAP and 58.8% less than Agisoft. COLMAP achieved a performance of 14% compared to Agisoft 

Metashape, in terms of number of sparse points, but almost, the double of the tie points in relation to 

Meshroom. The amount of sparse points doesn’t indicate how good the model is, considering that most of 

the sparse points in COLMAP are the forefront but also the background, and most of the tie points in 

Meshroom are only the essential foreground. 

Regarding the dense point cloud generation, Meshroom doesn’t return enough information for comparison. 

Nevertheless, the output of COLMAP and Agisoft Metashape were compared concerning the number of 

dense points and the duration of each process. COLMAP obtained significantly worse results, achieving 

60% less dense points and 3.5 times slower compared to Agisoft. 

The analyze of the surface reconstruction was accomplished through the elapsed time of the process and 

the number of faces of the final model. COLMAP can generate a surface through Screened Poisson surface 

reconstruction and Delaunay triangulation-based surface reconstruction. MeshLab can also compute a 

surface based on a dense point cloud, that in this case was the output, the dense point cloud reconstructed 

in COLMAP. The Poisson produced a poor quality mesh including substantial amounts of clatter, for both 

MeshLab and COLMAP, despite COLMAP obtaining a better model than MeshLab, it still wasn’t a viable 

option to clearly detect stone damage. Meshroom can also generate a 3D mesh based on the Delaunay 
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triangulation algorithm, therefore comparing the surface reconstruction of Meshroom and COLMAP through 

Delaunay triangulation show that Meshroom achieves a better performance with less noise than COLMAP, 

in spite of, COLMAP obtaining a model with more faces and slightly faster. The best 3D meshes obtained 

were the Meshroom and the Agisoft surfaces. Agisoft obtained a surface 70% faster and only 1.3 times 

more faces than Meshroom 

The texture reconstruction was only possible to be executed by Meshroom and Agisoft and it was analyzed 

in duration of the process and appearance. In contrast to the other stages, Agisoft was 2 times slower than 

Meshroom. 

Overall, Meshroom and Agisoft achieved the best performances. Meshroom generated a 3D textured model 

with 1,428,422 faces in 59.71 minutes while Agisoft Metashape took 84.727 minutes to compute the same 

model with 1,989,573 faces. The detail between both models have meaningless variations, the most 

apparent was the Agisoft attempt to close the openings on the meshes, creating a distortion on the back of 

the limestone, while Meshroom has openings in the stones. However, Meshroom was 30% faster than 

Agisoft Metashape. Since Meshroom enables the user to choose each method used in every step, it was 

possible to iteratively try different algorithms and conclude the fastest and complete output. Image and 

feature matching were applied in various algorithm combinations between the image matching methods, 

Exhaustive, Vocabulary tree and sequential and the feature matching methods brute-force, ANN and 

Cascade Hashing. Cascade hashing produced the worse results in terms of time and number of tie points 

and, as expected, brute-force and ANN achieved overall more tie points and lower time consumption, 

respectively. The result variations were trivial, nevertheless, the combination of exhaustive image matching 

with brute-force feature matching confirmed to be the fastest and most complete to generate a sparse cloud. 

Further, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters were introduced to build the sparse point cloud in order to 

achieve the fastest generation of a model without compromising the model detail, based on the concluded 

sequence of best matching algorithms. Before introducing the extrinsic, different versions of intrinsic 

parameters were compared: The intrinsic parameters concluded in [12] with and without distortion 

coefficients and the intrinsic parameters previously computed by Meshroom. The number of tie points in the 

cloud, the elapse time and the geometry of the model were analyzed to conclude the unviability of both 

intrinsic parameters version in [12] but the successful reconstruction from the intrinsic parameter of 

Meshroom for decreasing the time by 10% while building a cloud with similar geometry to the ground truth. 

Since only the intrinsic parameters computed by Meshroom are applicable, these intrinsic parameters were 

introduced with the extrinsic concluded in [12] and along with the extrinsic previously computed by 

Meshroom for comparison. This final analysis determined that the extrinsic parameters in [12] weren’t fit to 

produce a model with geometry similar to the real limestones while the parameter computed by Meshroom 

achieved a similar cloud structure with less 22% tie points in less 33% time than the reconstruction without 

the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Overall, the preprocess of the images captured in an uncontrolled 

environment proved to be crucial to build a 3D model based on open source or commercial software, further, 

the input of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters to improve the time duration of a scaled sparse point cloud 
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the input of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters proved to be important to reconstruct a scaled 3D model 

of the limestones in less 11% than without the camera parameters. It was concluded that it is possible to 

reconstruct a 3D model of the limestone in an uncontrolled environment through Meshroom, even though, 

it took 55.25 minutes, around 25.25 minutes more than the time needed for the cutting machine to go back 

to its original position in order to start cutting. 

The consequence of only having imagery information on the front, left and right side, of the limestones can 

be seen in all 3D models. As expected, the stones are hollow on the bottom and back side of each structure. 

The bottom side of the limestone is unnecessary to be reconstructed, however, the back side of the stones 

is critical to be built for stone damage analysis. An understandable approach would be adding two more 

cameras with similar angle, altitude and facing the stones in the opposite position to the present cameras, 

not only to add information on the reconstructed faces, but also to reconstruct the back side of the stones. 

Another obstacle was the direct sun light exposition during capture. Although the preprocess of the images 

gives the ability to reconstructing the scene, the light and shadow are still the cause for creating holes in the 

surface of the reconstructed model and contribute to the incorrect color of the model. This issue could be 

solved by creating a structure, such as a marquee, that would revolve the limestone line and respective 

cutting machine to avoid shadows and direct light onto the stone. 

The images taken have a lot of detail, providing the model with not only limestone’s details but also the 

details of surrounding environment. This excessive information can lead to an increase of time of process 

to generate a model. Either a background removal or a plain non textured structure revolving the limestone 

line could be possible approaches to remove the background. The background removal can be executed in 

two different ways: By taking the same pictures of the background without the limestones and pre-

processing the images by removing the background images or by removing the background through 

computer vision algorithms to only filter the limestones. 

The intrinsic and extrinsic were already introduced in the software to generate a model, however, these 

intrinsic parameters were computed by Meshroom and thus it does not scale the model to its true 

measurements or place the cameras in the exact positions. An improvement would be to recalibrate the 

cameras for better intrinsic parameters and recalculate the exact camera positions to introduce correct 

extrinsic parameters. Once the model has the correct intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, it is possible to 

determine real metric distances. Another method, supported by Agisoft Metashape, is to place markers 

along the scene with their real known positions and introduce them on the software to have a scaled 3D 

model. 

The last clear improvement is to upgrade the hardware. The hardware used in this study employed an 

outdated GPU. While sufficient to activate the CUDA and perform the computations, it has low compute 

capability, therefore upgrading to a better GPU would reduce processing time. 
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8 Annex 

Result tables and images 

The number of features detected in each pipeline is displayed in Figure 45, Figure 46, Figure 47 and Figure 

48 based on the same algorithm SIFT. The camera on the right corresponds to the images between 1 and 

34 and the camera on the left to the images between 35 and 68. 

 

Figure 45: Number of features detected in VisualSFM 
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Figure 46: Number of features detected in COLMAP 

 

Figure 47: Number of features detected in Meshroom 
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Figure 48: Number of features detected in Agisoft Metashape 

 

 

Figure 49: Sparse point cloud from VisualSFM (left: front view, right: top view) 
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Figure 50: Right side of the sparse point cloud from COLMAP 

 

Figure 51: Left side of the sparse point cloud from COLMAP 
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Figure 52:Top view of the dense point cloud from COLMAP 

 

 

 

Figure 53: Top view of dense point cloud from Agisoft Metashape 
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Figure 54: Front view of the Delaunay triangulation based surface reconstruction from COLMAP 

 

Figure 55: Screened Poisson surface reconstruction from COLMAP (left: perspective from the right side; right: top 
view of the limestone line) 
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Figure 57: Delaunay triangulation based surface reconstruction from COLMAP (left: perspective from the right side; 

right: top view of the limestone line) 

 

Figure 56: Screened Poisson surface reconstruction from MeshLab (left: perspective from the right side; 

right: top view of the limestone line) 
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Figure 58: Top view of the textred model from Agisoft Metashape 

 

These following tables correspond to the information portrayed in charts along with the discussions in 

chapter 5. Figure 32 shows a chart with the information in Table 6, as well as Figure 33 corresponds to 

Table 7, Figure 36 with Table 8, Figure 54 with Table 9, Figure 42 with Table 10, Figure 43 with Table 11 

and  Figure 44 with Table 12. 

Table 6: Sparse point cloud elapse time 

time[min] 

 VisualSFM COLMAP Meshroom 
Agisoft 

Metashape 

Features detection 0.167 0.281 2.512 0.293 

Features matching 5.510 7.552 0.954 2.733 

Sparse point cloud 
reconstruction 

6.683 15.005 8.013 19.443 

 

Table 7: Number of features and sparse points 

 VisualSFM COLMAP Meshroom Agisoft Metashape 

Overall Number of features detected 585,949 805,687 417,350 5,730,545 

Number of sparse points 11,287 57,532 37,086 316,482 
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Table 8: Dense point cloud reconstruction comparison 

 COLMAP Meshroom 
Agisoft 

Metashape 

Dense point cloud time 
[min] 

161.884 22.314+unknown time of fusion 47.833 

Number of dense points 4,071,155 Unknown 10,155,454 

 

Table 9: Surface reconstruction comparison 

 COLMAP 
(Poisson) 

COLMAP 
(Delaunay) 

MeshLab 
(Poisson) 

Meshroom 
(Delaunay) 

Agisoft 
Metashape 

Surface generation 
time [min] 

0.52 23.261 0.297 25.2 7.617 

Number of surface 
faces 

760,739 1,635,633 548,284 1,428,422 1,989,573 

 

Table 10: Textured reconstruction elapsed time 

Texture generation time [min] 

Meshroom Agisoft Metashape 

4.183 9.834 

 

Table 11: Intrinsic parameters input in Meshroom 

 

Intrinsic without 
distortion 

parameters 

Intrinsic with 
distortion 

parameters 
Intrinsic previously 

computed by Meshroom 

Sparse reconstruction 
elapsed time [min.] 10.545 10.004 9.621 

Number of tie points 33,578 6,602 37,124 

 

Table 12: Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters input in Meshroom 

 

Extrinsic 
parameters 

Extrinsic parameters computed by 
Meshroom 

Sparse reconstruction elapsed 
time [min.] 3.725 3.553 

Number of tie points 19,117 32,682 

 

Table 13: Sparse cloud reconstruction with exhaustive image matching in Meshroom 

 

Exhaustive-Brute 
Force 

Exhaustive-
ANN 

Exhaustive-Cascade 
Hashing 

Sparse reconstruction elapsed time 
[min.] 10.525 11.297 11.030 

Number of tie points 37,086 37,058 35,829 
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Table 14: Sparse cloud reconstruction with vocabulary tree image matching in Meshroom 

 

Vocabulary tree-
Brute Force 

Vocabulary 
tree-ANN 

Vocabulary tree-
Cascade Hashing 

Sparse reconstruction elapsed 
time [min.] 10.529 10.378 10.209 

Number of tie points 37,013 36,676 35,565 
 

Table 15: Sparse cloud reconstruction with sequential image matching in Meshroom 

 

Sequential-Brute 
Force 

Sequential-
ANN 

Sequential-Cascade 
Hashing 

Sparse reconstruction elapsed time 
[min.] 11.084 10.973 10.782 

Number of tie points 36,875 36,798 35,538 

 

 

Figure 59: Sparse Cloud given intrinsic parameters (without distortion) 
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Figure 60: Sparse Cloud given intrinsic parameters (with distortion) 

 

 

Figure 61: Sparse Cloud given intrinsic parameters from Meshroom 
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Figure 62: Sparse Cloud given extrinsic parameters (intrinsics by Meshroom) 

 

 

Figure 63: Sparse Cloud given intrinsic and extrinsic parameters by Meshroom 


